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Top Stories @ Social Media

Choices Have Consequences: 
Unvaccinated Should Get Lower Priority at Hospitals

• Kansas City Bartender Competes in National 
Cocktail Competition
• Proof of COVID-19 Vaccination is Required 
in These KC Businesses
• Elevating Men: Helping Men Reach Their 
Full Potential
• Benny Shelby: A Farewell From a Grateful 
Community
• How Kansas Redistricting Can Affect 
Minority Communities in Wichita
• KC's Best Honored at KC People's Choice 
Awards
• Workshop Will Help You Understand Driver’s 
License Suspension Laws
• Missouri to Accept Medicaid Expansion 
Applications, Full Approval Likely Weeks 
Away
• Garner Advances in WYCO Mayor Race and 
Other Kansas Primary Results
• New Karate Academy Teaches Self-Defense 
for East of Troost

• Help us wish a Happy Birthday to our Editor 
& Chief Bonita Gooch - Happy Birthday !
•  Thank you to everyone who supported the 
Sunset Summerfest on Saturday. 
•  Congratulations to these young ladies and 
coaches, Denise Colborn Fitness and Anessa 
Relf, for their achievements!
•  Wichita native DJ Fisher credits M.E.F.S.E.C. 
for introducing him to the game of 
basketball,
•  Benny Shelby, owner of Kansas City's 
famous Epicurean Lounge, was at the heart 
of KC's club scene for 40+ years, but to the 
community, he was so much more.

T
he hippocratic oath requires doctors to 
treat all patients equally — but what 
happens when you run out of doctors?

This isn’t the first time medical staff and 
hospital beds were in short supply during 
the pandemic. There is, however, something 
notably different this time.

In the early stages of COVID-19, patients 
overflowed hospitals at alarming rates. This 
forced physicians to make tough decisions, 
some likening it to conducting triage during 
war. Patients with the best chance of survival 
got the bed. The rest did not. It was a death 
sentence few health care providers wanted to 
write, but that the virus necessitated.

A year and a half later, it’s happening 
again — hospitals are overflowing and 
medical staff are in short supply. Unlike when 
the pandemic started, this isn’t necessary. 
There are now several remarkably safe and 
effective vaccines that could all but eliminate 
hospitalizations and deaths. Regrettably, 
many Americans are simply refusing to use 
them.

When there was no vaccine, medical triage 
was straightforward. But now, the situation is 
changing. It’s not a level playing field — many 
of the sick needing care have turned down a 
vaccine that could have prevented them from 
needing hospital care.

This raises an uncomfortable ethical 
question: Should eligible, unvaccinated 
people be medically triaged at the same 
priority level as the vaccinated?

It feels different when hospital resources 
become so scarce the decision not to vaccinate 
against medical recommendation can kill 
someone else. For example, if someone 
makes the choice not to get vaccinated, and 
that choice results in occupying a bed that 
someone else who got vaccinated needs, and 
without it they could die, is that ethically fair?

What if two people enter a hospital at 
once. One was eligible for the vaccine but 
denied it and now needs treatment for 
severe COVID. At the same time, another 
vaccinated individual is in heart failure. If 
there’s only one bed left, who gets it? What’s 
fair?

There’s no doubt that access to health care 
should be a human right. There’s also no 
doubt that we need to reevaluate our health 
care system in the future. However, today’s 
reality is that hospitals are nearing capacities 
due to people refusing to get vaccinated, and 
we must decide what is fair now.

As controversial as it may be, we should 
deprioritize the eligible unvaccinated 
patients during medical triage. It’s a free 
country, and you can absolutely choose 
not to get the vaccine. But choices have 
consequences, and the willingly unvaccinated 
have made this consequence necessary.

By trish Zornio
Guest Contributor. Kansas Reflector
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FOX NEW SERIES ‘OUR KIND 
OF PEOPLE’ STARRING 

YAYA DACOSTA & MORRIS 
CHESTNUT

Fox released the official trailer for their new 
series “Our Kind of People.” The story, inspired 
by Lawrence Otis Graham’s critically-acclaimed 
book, “Our Kind of People: Inside America’s 
Black Upper Class,” is set to debut Sept. 21 at 8 
p.m. CST.

The series is set in the aspirational Martha’s 
Vineyard community Oak Bluffs, where some of 
the wealthiest and most affluent Black people 
have vacationed for 
over 50 years.

The cast of Fox’s 
new series includes 
former “America’s 
Next Top Model” 
contestant and 
“Chicago Med” actress 
Yaya DaCosta, Morris 
Chestnut, Joe Morton, 
and Lance Gross.

The show follows 
a resilient single as she journeys to reclaim her 
family’s name and discover success in her rev-
olutionary haircare line. The series is execu-
tive produced by writer and producer Karen 
Gist, known for her work on “Girlfriends” and 
“Mixed-ish,” Lee Daniels, Ben Silverman for 
Propagate, 

‘SPEAKING TRUTH TO POWER’: 
NEW DOCUMENTARY
 EXPLORES THE LEGACY OF 

REP. BARBARA LEE
“Barbara Lee: Speaking Truth to Power” is a 

feature-length film exploring Lee’s rise and the 
challenges she has faced throughout her career. 
Interviews include the late Rep. John Lewis, Sen. 
Cory Booker, actor Danny Glover, author Alice 
Walker, and Rep. Ayanna Pressley.  

A fierce supporter of doing right by any means 
necessary, Lee has long been a blueprint for 
speaking truth to power. From being a young 
mother organizing with the Black Panther 
Party to working on Shirley Chisholm’s historic 
presidential campaign, the imprint of  of her 
formative experiences can still be seen in her 
con- gressional advocacy.  

Distributed by Green-
wich Entertainment, 
“Speaking Truth to 
Power” will be released 
in theaters and stream-

ing platforms on Aug. 
20.

Higher Heights, a 
Black women-led 

organization, 
tasked with ex-
panding Black 
women’s 
electoral and 

civic participation, is hosting a virtual screening 
on Aug. 18 at 5 p.m. CST. 

#POWERMOVES: ‘POWER’ 
CREATOR COURTNEY KEMP 

INKS NETFLIX 
PRODUCTION DEAL

Kemp will develop an array of projects under 
her End of Episode imprint.

From Issa Rae to Ava DuVernay, Black women 
are letting their brilliance and creativity shine in 
the realm of entertainment and they’re making 
power moves in the process. One of the latest in-
novators to land a major production deal is “Pow-
er” creator Courtney Kemp who recently inked a 
partnership with Netflix, Deadline reported.

Throughout her entire career Kemp has 
tapped into the power of storytelling, whether it 
was penning pieces for Mademoiselle and GQ as 

a former journalist or writ-
ing for “The Bernie Mac 

Show,” “The Good Wife” 
and “Justice.” In 2014, 
“Power” — a televi-
sion series that she 
teamed up with Curtis 

Jackson to create — 
made its debut 
and went on 
to become 
one of Starz’s 
most success-

ful shows. As part of the eight-figure, four-year 
deal with Netflix, Kemp will develop an array of 
projects under her End of Episode imprint. She 
will still provide creative direction for the criti-
cally acclaimed “Power” franchise.

NAOMI OSAKA TO DONATE 
PRIZE MONEY TO HELP 

HAITI EARTHQUAKE 
RELIEF EFFORTS

Naomi Osaka, 23, has announced that she 
will donate the prize money from an upcoming 
tournament to help relief efforts in Haiti follow-
ing Saturday’s 7.2-magnitude earthquake. Osaka, 
who is of Haitian and Japanese descent, made 
the announcement on Twitter on Sunday.

“Really hurts to see all the devastation that’s 
going on in Haiti, and I feel like we really can’t 
catch a break,” The father of the tennis star is 
from the island nation.

The four-time Grand Slam champion is playing 
in the Western and Southern Open in Cincinnati. 

The tournament is 
expected to award 
the women’s singles 
winner $255,220. 
The runner-up will 
receive $188,945.

Osaka has used 
her growing platform 
to bring attention to 
important issues. 

DaCosta

Lee Kemp Osaka
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R
enting a house or an apartment 
in Kansas City isn’t hard to do.  
Just check the online advertise-

ments or drive by some of the apart-
ment complexes and you’ll see signs 
and pennants, just begging renters to 
come in. It’s a fact: the city has a glut 
of available rental property.  What the 
city doesn’t have enough of is housing 
the city’s poorer members can afford.  

It’s a problem that’s getting worse, 
not better.  After years of putting a 
patch on the problem, the city has 
proposed a plan to add 10,000 addi-
tional affordable housing units to the 
city by 2027.  While it’s an aggressive 
plan, it still falls well short of the city’s 
needs.  

THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

PROBLEM NUMBERS

The city’s housing shortage is a 
complex problem driven by a number 
of factors: a rapid increase in rental 
rates, lower incomes that haven’t 
kept up with the increase in rental 
rates, and the lack of construction of 
housing priced at a rate that can be 
afforded by individuals with income 
below the area average.  

Citywide, since 2010, rent in Kansas 
City has risen more than 20% since 
2010.  However the rental rates in 
many of the neighborhoods with the 
most rental units have increased 
between 40% to 54% during that same 
time frame.  Citywide, the average 
rent is $752 but the average rent in 
popular rental areas like the Plaza, 
downtown and the River Market range 
above $1100 per month.  

While income in the Kansas City 
Metro area is relatively high, with a 
2019 Average Median Household In-
come (AMI) of $70,125, 50% of KCMO 
residents earn less than 80% of that 
amount.  Where housing issues really 
get troubling is for the 17% of the city’s 
residents who make less than 30% 
of AMI.  While not as challenged for 
housing, the city still has a shortage of 

affordable housing for the 14% of city 
residents who earn between 30% and 
50% AMI. Together, that amounts to 
31% of the City’s population struggling 
to find affordable Housing. 

By local and national 
definition, housing is 
considered affordable if the 
rent or mortgage payment 
is less than 30% of the 
household income.  If a 
household spends more 
than 30% of their income 
on rent, they’re considered 
cost burdened.  

The shortage of afford-
able housing is largest for 
the city’s lowest earners, 
those making less than 
30% AMI.  The city esti-
mates the number of rental 
households in that income 
range  at 26,125. but there 
are only 9,450 available 
rental units in their afford-
able price range.  That’s a 
ratio of only 36 affordable 
and available rental units 
per rental household.  

When you add in households 
earning 30% to 50%, the shortage of 
affordable housing improves some, 
but the challenge in this range is that 
many of the rental units that renters 
in the income range can afford are 
being occupied by people with higher 
incomes.  The city estimates the 
number of rental households earning 
between 0 to 50% of AMI at 45,915 
and that there are 53,425 affordable 
rental units in their price range,  how-
ever 19,485 of those units are being 
occupied by renters with a higher AMI.  
The result is a shortage of 7,975 units 
or a ratio of 81 affordable and avail-
able rental units per rental household.  

PROPOSALS FOR HOUSING 

SOLUTIONS

What the city has is a surplus of 
available units with rates affordable 
for those earning more than 50% of 
AMI.  However the combined shortage 
of income for those earning less than 
50% of AMI is slightly more than 

Housing, Housing, Everywhere But None the Poor Can Afford 
How KC Plans to build 10,000 New 
Affordable Housing Units by 2027

By Jazzlyn Johnson &
Bonita Gooch
The Community Voice

 Analysis of Affordability & Availability for Rentals  

(Affordable = does not require more than 30% of income) 

0-30% of AMI 0-50% of AMI 

(cumulative) 

0-80% of 

AMI 

(cumulative) 

A Total renter households with household incomes at or below income level 26, 125 41,915 62,140 

B Occupied rental units that are affordable and available (affordable to income level and 

occupied by renters at that level) 

8,250 29,330 59,575 

C Occupied rental units that are affordable but not available (affordable to income leve1 

and occupied by renters above level) 

4,245 19,485 24,205 

D All occupied rental units that are affordable  (B+C) 12,495 48,815 83,780 

E Vacant for-rent units that are affordable  and available 1,200 4,610 5,710 

F Vacant for-rent units that are affordable (D+E) 13,695 53,425 89.490 

G Total rental units that are affordable and available (B+E) 9,450 33,940 65,285 

H Nominal shortage or surplus of affordable units at this level (A-F) only considering 

affordability and not availability 

Shortage 

12,430 

Surplus: 

11,510 

Surplus: 

27,350 

I Effective shortage or surplus of affordable units at this level (A-G) 

When availability is considered 

Shortage: 

16,675 

Shortage: 

7,975 

Surplus: 

3,145 

J Affordable rental units per 100 rental households (F/A *100) 52 127 144 

K Affordable and available rental units per 100 rental households (G/A *100) 36 81 104 

4



SINGLE – FAMILY HOME FOR OWNERSHIP ON 

VACANT LOTS

AFFORDABLE HOUSING TRUST FUND
SUPPORT OF MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING

CONVERSION OF UNUSED HOTELS & SCHOOLS

AFFORDABLE HOUSIN PRESERVATION

EMERGENCY/TRANSITIONAL HOUSING/VERGE

BARNEY ALLIS SOCIAL HOUSING

COMMUNITY-LED HOUSING CREATION*

LAND BANK VAACANT HOMES

PRIVATE AFFORDABLE HOUSING CREATION
NEIGHBORHOOD LEGAL SUPPORT

*Includes Swope Ridge Gereatric Center and Lykins Neighborhood private housing 
development

Goal: Create 10,000 New, Low-income 
Housing Units by 2027

See HOUSING page 5

Shortage/Surplus of KCMO Affordable Housing by Annual Median Income

24,000 rental units.  
While it won’t completely fill the 

void, the city’s “A Vision for Housing” 
plan quilts together nine creative and 
innovative public and private programs 
to increase the number of housing units 
available for the city’s low-income by 
10,000 units in just over five years.  

Here’s how they believe they can ac-

complish their goal.  

ADAPTIVE REUSE  

In one of their 
more creative ap-
proaches, the city 
is currently seek-
ing proposals from 
anyone interested in 
creating a housing 
solution that would 
provide temporary, 
transitional or perma-
nent housing through 
repurposing or build-
ing new structures. 

“We know it's 
way less expensive 
to convert a vacant 
functional building 
and we can provide 
housing more quickly 
than we can if we 
built something new,” 
said John Baccala, 
public information 

officer for the Housing and Commu-
nity Development Department. “The 
need is great and we don't have years 
to solve our issues - especially when 

we have available property that can be 
retrofitted fairly quickly. We want to 
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take advantage of that.”
The parameters for this program are 

purposely vague, said Baccala.  The city 
is just looking for creative ideas.  The 
units could be provided to residents at 
no cost or a very low cost.   However, 
they do want the housing options to 
provide access to social services.  In 
their proposal, applicants would need 
to lay out what they would need for 
the city’s support to make their plan 
happen.

Applications should be submitted 
by Aug. 26. Link to the Request for 
Proposals application: www.kcmo.
gov/home/showpublisheddocu-
ment/6800/637632643052970000.

ADAPTIVE REUSE OF HOTELS AND 
SCHOOLS

The city is currently examining two 
hotels no longer in use to provide 260 
affordable housing units. The city sees 
hotels as uniquely positioned for adap-
tive reuse due to their personalized 
infrastructure. They have individual 
rooms with running water, locking 
doors, laundry access, and common 
spaces. These common spaces can be 
utilized for the streamlined distribution 
of services, such as food distribution, 
health and wellness screenings, and 
other wrap-around services. 
The city is also partnering with the 
Kansas City Public Schools to identify 
unused school facilities that can be 
repurposed for housing.  Whether it’s 
old hotels or empty schools, the adap-
tive reuse program makes sense for 
neighborhoods by eliminating vacant 
and often deteriorating properties.  

VERGE TINY HOMES

The Verge tiny homes idea first came 
about in April to serve the homeless 
population that were temporarily 
housed in hotels. The project is seen as 
transitional housing with wrap-around 
services.

City council delayed the construction 
after they couldn’t agree on where to 
put the tiny home village. The city is 
still determining where to construct 
the site.

The village would have 200 beds, 
24-hour security services, food, 
bathrooms, water, laundry services 
and care services like access to case 
workers, employment assistance and 
counseling. Local nonprofits will also 
bring services like dental care and 
haircuts. 

What’s great about the tiny homes 
is that they’re a quick build and could 
be available rather quickly  to address 
the needs for “some” of the city’s 
homeless.  

$1 HOME LAND BANK PROGRAM

Another project the city is continuing 
is the $1 home Land Bank program, 
which allows qualified organizations 
or community members to buy $1 
vacant homes, rehabilitate them and 
rent them to homeless or low-income 
individuals or families.  

The city currently owns 100 vacant 
homes they believe can be rehabilitated 
to serve two to three families each.  
Deed restrictions will require the prop-
erties to be rented to residents with AMI 
of 30% or below, with rent calculated 
on a sliding scale. As needed, property 
owners will also provide information 
to tenants regarding access to services 
and support.

SOCIAL HOUSING:  BARNEY ALLIS 

PARKING DECK SOCIAL HOUSING

The city is also preparing to repair 
the Barney Allis parking deck, which 
has 1.5 floors of parking and is 
adjacent to the convention center. 
The transformed parking deck would 
contain more than 300  housing units, 
with at least two thirds (200 units) ear-
marked for households with incomes 
less than 50% AMI. The mixed-use 
complex would also include retail on 
the ground floor and a public plaza 
with event space, and regular ameni-
ties found in market-rate residential 
buildings.  

Located in the heart of downtown, 
the location will provide residents easy 
access to jobs and the location will also 
make the complex attractive to market 
rate renters.  

The plan is for the city to build and 
finance the project.  According to City 
Housing, from now until fall 2021, the 
project team is working on the initial 
design.

SENIOR HOUSING: SWOPE RIDGE 

GERIATRIC CENTER

The city plans to add 80 to 100 beds 
to the Swope Ridge Geriatric Center.  
This facility for low-income seniors is 
currently owned and operated by the 
city.   

INFILL HOUSING ON VACANT LOTS 

Across the city, there are thou-
sands of vacant lots and some lots 
with bligited homes that have been 
designated for participation in the city’s 
Homesteading Program.  The program 
gives priority to nonprofit corpora-
tions who will redevelop the property 
and either maintain the property for 
rental on a long-term basis or sell the 
home to a private third party for home 
ownership.  

The proposal calls for the use of 

funding opportunities with the City 
of Kansas City to assist in reducing 
construction costs and provide down 
payment opportunities for low to mod-
erate income potential homeowners. In 
addition, the program proposes Minor 
Home Repair Programs to help existing 
homeowners to repair deferred mainte-
nance on their homes. These strategies 
provide diverse housing opportunities 
for new neighbors and existing renters. 

NEIGHBORHOOD LEGAL SUPPORT 

PARTNERSHIP

The city is also planning to partner 
with the organization Neighborhood 
Legal Support, which provides legal 
assistance to homeowners in the urban 
core and helps clear titles on vacant or 
blighted properties. 

For many of the thousands of 
blighted properties in Kansas City, it’s 
unclear who actually owns the property. 
This could happen if the homeowner 
dies without a will or trust. When this 
happens and family members do not 
have a clear title, banks will not ap-
prove redevelopment loans and those 
properties cannot be sold. So, many of 
those properties that could be devel-
oped sit vacant and blighted for years. 

Neighborhood Legal Support works 
to clear the title on those properties 
with the goal of making it a quality, tax 
paying, occupied property. 

PROJECT FUNDING 

For years community organizations 
have complained about the city’s use 
of incentives for major  development  
projects when its poorest citizens were 
struggling with inferior quality rental 
units  they could afford and rising rents 
that they could afford.  The proposed 
plan recognizes the need to direct more 
of the city’s incentives funds to address 

the affordable housing crisis.  
 “Achievement will require a restruc-

turing of incentives, primarily toward 
affordable units only,” says the plans 
funding section.  

 Funding for the five-year project, 
which has a pool of funding of more 
than $20 million, is made possible by 
the city’s housing trust fund, HUD and 
Community Development Block grants.

So far, the source of funding for the 
Housing Trust Fund is $12.5 million 
from the Federal American Rescue 
Plan, part of the pandemic funding 
sent to local government, specifically 
for supporting the preservation and 
production of affordable housing. 

In addition, the city is exploring the 
possibility of creating a low/no-interest 
loan product to fill the funding gap 
for priority mixed-use development 
projects inclusive of affordable housing 
requirements. Hopefully, by reducing 
costs for development of affordable 
housing will encourage more private 
investment in these much needed 
projects.  These loans will be focused 
in the areas of the city most in need 
to serve as an additional incentive and 
catalyst for development in priority 
neighborhoods. 

The city wants to hear community 
feedback about their vision for more 
affordable housing. Leave feedback on 
the city’s housing website: www.kcmo.
gov/city-hall/housing/vision.  

“We want everybody to come to the 
table on this we want to hear from 
everybody who has an idea, who has 
a property that may be perfect for 
what we need it for,” Baccala said. 
“And we don't want to limit it to just 
certain groups we want to open it up to 
everybody.”

T
he commissioners of the Unified 
Government of Wyandotte County 
and Kansas City, KS, are working 

to approve a plan for spending the $87 
million in funding the UG received 
from the American Rescue Plan Act 
(ARPA), but some commissioners are 
not happy with the plans so far. 

ARPA funding can be used to help 
the local economy and community 
recover from the pandemic, including 
improving public health, address-

ing disparities of disproportionately 
impacted communities and creating 
more stable and affordable housing. 

In the Aug. 12 budget workshop, the 
chief financial officer presented the 
ARPA immediate needs report, with 
a request for the city to spend more 
than $11 million of the ARPA money 
immediately.  

District 8 Commissioner Jane 
Philbrook voiced her concern that not 
enough funding  was earmarked to 
support the homeless community in 
Wyandotte County.  

The plan allots $200,000 for the 

Dotte Mobile Grocer, giving more than 
7,000 food 
boxes to house-
holds, $50,000 
for hygiene and 
personal care 
products and 
$200,000 for 
two bilingual 
housing naviga-
tors to help 
families secure 
safe and affordable housing. The plan 
also allots more than $300,000 in le-
gal assistance for residents, including 

those facing evictions or immigration-

related issues. 
“We already have 50 families that 

hit the bricks just in the last couple 

of weeks that are homeless. I call that 
an immediate need,” Philbrook said. 
“We have over 2,000 kiddos that are in 
schools in Wyandotte County that do 
not have homes and not all of that is 
being funded.”

Across the river, Kansas City, MO, 
spent more than $8 million in the 
last year to address homelessness 
and temporarily housed the home-
less in hotels and allotted funds to 
community organizations that provide 
emergency housing, counseling, rent 

Some UG Commissioners Blast Lack of Funding for Homeless Population 
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice

Philbrook Townsend

HOUSING

from page 4

See WYCO page 26
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A 
cluster of people testifying to 20 
legislators Aug. 13 at the Univer-
sity of Kansas’ business school 

requested congressional maps not be 
recast by the Republican-led Legisla-
ture for the purpose of unseating U.S. 
Rep. Sharice Davids — the state’s lone 
Democrat in the congressional delega-
tion. In that vein of thought, lawmak-
ers were pressured to turn aside map 
proposals that harmed representation 
in communities of color.

And, the state’s political mapmakers 
were asked to not repeat an attempt 
10 years ago to grant cities that hosted 
prisons unearned political strength 
by counting inmates as residents of a 
prison city rather than where they lived 
previously.

Aileen Berquist, community engage-
ment manager at the nonpartisan 
ACLU of Kansas, said legislators should 
avoid deliberately disenfranchising 
minorities and communities of color 
through gerrymandering by treating 
incarcerated people as if they lived 
outside a prison’s barbed fencing on 

Main Street.
“Prison gerrymandering uses 

incarcerated people to bolster the vot-
ing strength of the largely White, rural 
districts where incarceration facilities 
exist,” Berequist said. “This skews the 
voting power of that district and seals 
it in for a decade. Prison gerrymander-
ing also dilutes the voting strength of 
minority groups by taking their vote 
out of their communities of origin.”

Until federal judges took over re-
districting a decade ago, the proposed 
Kansas House map would have created 
a district in Leavenworth County that 
contained state, federal and military 
prisons. The U.S. District Court sepa-
rated the prisons among three House 
districts to thwart what the Prison 
Policy Initiative warned would have 
stood as the most dramatic instance of 
prison-based gerrymandering in any 
state legislative district in the nation.

The derailed House map would 
have given rise to House District 40, a 
unique political creature. Every four 
residents in it would have held the 
political influence of five residents in 
any other district, even though federal 
prisoners included in that count would 

have been from all over 
the country.
 PROJECT REDMAP?

Retired Topeka educa-
tor Pam Ensley, speaking 
during the tour stop in 
Lawrence, said former 
Senate President Susan 
Wagle made clear during 
remarks to a Republican 
organization in Wichita 
the once-a-decade re-
districting in 2022 stood 
as a great opportunity 
to deploy congressional 
gerrymandering to defeat 
Davids.

The basic math would require Dem-
ocrats to be withdrawn from her 3rd 
District and most likely layered into 
the 1st District held by GOP U.S. Rep. 
Tracey Mann or the 2nd District served 
by GOP U.S. Rep. Jake LaTurner. The 
trick would be to preserve margins of 
victory for Mann and LaTurner while 
greasing the wheels for Davids’ GOP 
challenger.

“Goals of the GOP-controlled effort 
have already been announced, and the 
objective is retaining and increasing 

political power, not fairness or seeking 
public input,” Ensley said.

She referenced the Redistricting 
Majority Project, or REDMAP, oper-
ated in 2010 by the Republican State 
Leadership Committee to increase the 
number of Republican-controlled state 
legislatures who could vote to form 
precise congressional district boundar-
ies favoring GOP nominees.

In 2012, Republicans achieved a 
33-seat advantage over Democrats in 
the U.S. House despite Democratic 
candidates in that election collectively 
receiving 1 million more votes than 

the Republican candidates.
“Lines on maps have long been 

used to discriminate,” Ensley said. 
“Today’s gerrymandering is no less 
bigoted than the old sin of redlining 
was. And, that appears to be the intent 
of these partisan hearings in Kansas 
this past week.”

She said democracy was best served 
when political districts were drawn 
to respect fairness and integrity of 
neighborhoods, when classes of voters 
weren’t targeted for suppression and 
when lawmakers remembered they 
wouldn’t always be in power.

F
ully vaccinated students on the 
Lawrence and Overland Park 
campuses of the University of 

Kansas will be eligible for drawings of 
the cash equivalent of a semester’s 
in-state undergraduate tuition, cash 
prizes of $5,000, special parking per-
mits as well as football and basketball 
tickets.

KU officials said the program to 
encourage voluntary vaccination 
against COVID-19 included awarding 
$40 gift cards from the KU Book-
stores to the first 4,000 students who 

got their first dose at an on-campus 
clinic upon return for the fall semes-
ter. Students would be eligible for a 
$10 KU Dining gift card after receiv-
ing a second dose.

Elsewhere, Pittsburg State Univer-
sity said vaccinated students would 
be eligible for scholarships. Fort Hays 
State University offered vaccinated em-
ployees a $400 prize for completion of 
the vaccination sequence. Kansas State 
University plans to conduct weekly 
prize drawings for vaccinated students.

“The more people on our campus 
vaccinated, the less likely disruptions 
will happen to our fall operations,” 
said Howard Smith, PSU’s vice presi-

dent for academic affairs.
Students and employees will be 

required to present COVID-19 vac-
cination records to university officials 
o become eligible for the rewards.

KU is scheduled to start weekly 
drawings on Fridays starting Aug. 27 
and running through Oct. 29.

“We know that vaccination is 
the best way each of us can protect 
ourselves and our community against 
the effects of COVID-19 and the delta 
variant,” said Andrew Foster, KU’s 
emergency management coordina-
tor. “We believe these incentives will 
provide encouragement for students 
who haven’t yet received a vaccine 

as they return for the fall 
semester.”

Additional details on the 
incentive program can be 
found at the Protect KU site, 
and that’s where informa-
tion about additional prizes 
may be posted.

The KU incentives were 
paid for using $235,000 of 
federal Higher education 
emergency relief funding 
designated to help higher 
education institutions fight 
the pandemic and through 
donations from other univer-
sity partners.

Twenty members of the Kansas Legislature absorbed public comment on redistricting and 
the evils of gerrymandering during a town hall Aug. 13 in Lawrence at the University of 
Kansas. (Tim Carpenter/Kansas Reflector)

Lawrence Redistricting Town Hall Participants Object to Racial, Prison Gerrymandering

By Tim Carpenter
The Kansas Reflector

• The Kansas Legislature’s committees responsible for redrawing political 
boundaries based on new U.S. Census Bureau data were urged during the final 
session of a 14-city tour to avoid decisions resulting in partisan, racial and 
prison gerrymandering.



 The University of Kansas is joining with other 
public universities in Kansas to offer incentives 
to increase voluntary vaccination for COVID-19 
as fall classes start in August. (Tim Carpenter/
Kansas Reflector)

Kansas Universities Offering Incentives to Boost COVID-19 Vaccinations
By Tim Carpenter
The Kansas Reflector
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issourians who qualify for 
benefits under Medicaid ex-
pansion can begin enrolling, 

but it may take up to two months until 
they will find out if their eligibility has 
been verified and their application has 
been approved.

In a news release Aug. 11, Gov. Mike 
Parson announced that in response 
to a Cole County judge’s ruling, the 
Department of Social Services will 
begin accepting applications from the 
approximately 275,000 residents who 
qualify under voter-approved Medicaid 
expansion.

That includes 19- to 64-year-old 
adults whose household incomes are 
138% of the federal poverty guideline 
or less, which ends up being $17,774 
a year for a single person, or $36,570 
for a family of four.

Cole County Circuit Court Judge 
Jon Beetem ruled last week that DSS 
officials cannot deny coverage to in-
dividuals in the expansion population 
and cannot impose greater restrictions 
on them compared to those previously 
eligible.

Attorneys for the state had argued 
before Beetem that DSS needed two 
more months to stand up additional 
personnel and computer systems 
before enrolling applicants, and had 
requested a hearing to demonstrate 
that point. It was not granted.

However, this session lawmakers 
refused to appropriate the $1.9 billion 
in state and federal funds needed to 
finance Medicaid expansion, which 
also included funding to hire 75 ad-
ditional employees to help administer 
the expanded program. As a result, 
a required update of MO HealthNet’s 
system to make eligibility determina-
tions of new applications may take up 
to 60 days, the governor’s office said.

“In order to comply with the court 
order and until the necessary funds 
can be appropriated, DSS will reassign 
existing employees from their current 
assignments and responsibilities in 
order to receive and evaluate MO 
HealthNet applications,” the news 
release read.

Lawmakers told The Independent 

they were informed by DSS that appli-
cations would be processed beginning 
Oct. 1.

Delays in getting coverage to eligible 
Missourians are inevitable because 
lawmakers did not appropriate the 
funds recommended, Parson said dur-
ing a recent press conference.

“It’s not something you can just 
flip on the switch and be able to bring 
everybody in the next day and say, 
‘You’re qualified,’” Parson said.

Eligible Missourians may be able to 
be reimbursed for qualifying health 
care costs they incur between applying 
and when the department verifies their 
eligibility.

“The governor was clear that he’s 
honoring the constitutional require-
ment that people are eligible, and 
people are eligible now. So people 
should apply now,” said Richard von 
Glahn, the policy director for Missouri 
Jobs with Justice, an advocacy orga-
nization that was part of the coalition 
that campaigned for expansion’s 
passage.

 Chuck Hatfield, an attorney who 
represented three women who quali-
fied for Medicaid expansion and sued 
the state, said, overall, he finds it 
encouraging that eligible Missourians 
can apply and that healthcare costs 
may be reimbursed. However, he said 
he hopes updating MO HealthNet’s 
system will take less time than the 
governor’s office estimated.

“It is always the case that it takes 
a little bit of time to make eligibility 
determinations. That seems long,” 
Hatfield said, later adding: “I’m not 
troubled by that. But it’s something to 
keep an eye on.”

House Minority Leader Crystal 
Quade (D-Springfield) said in a 
statement Aug. 11 that “slow-walking 
implementation” was unacceptable.

“Medicaid expansion has prevailed 
both at the ballot box and in the 
courts. No more excuses. No more de-
lays,” Quade said. “The administration 
has a constitutional duty to do what-
ever it takes to enroll the expanded 
population immediately.”

Rep. Sarah Unsicker, a Shrewsbury 
Democrat, said the 60-day timeline is 
frustrating.

“They should have been working on 

that already, I believe — at least since 
the court decision came down from 
the Supreme Court to say that they do 
have to expand Medicaid,” Unsicker 
said.

The potential 60-day delay and need 
to reassign DSS staff is a symptom of a 
broader issue of a lack of funding for 
public programs, von Glahn said.

“This is what happens when you 
routinely underfund and de-prioritize 
the public infrastructure,” he said. 
“You’re not ready to serve the public 
in the way that you need to.”

In May, DSS submitted a proposed 
rule change that would allow qualified 
hospitals to make presumptive eligibil-
ity determinations for the expanded 
Medicaid population.

Presumptive eligibility allows MO 
HealthNet benefits to be temporar-
ily provided to individuals who are 
determined to be eligible based on 
preliminary information while they 
submit and await approval on their ap-
plication for MO HealthNet benefits.

In his news release, Parson 
vowed to follow the law, but 
stressed long-term funding for the 
expanded Medicaid program still 
needs to be addressed.

“The necessary funding to 
cover the health care costs of the 
expanded population remains the 
issue,” Parson said in a statement. 
“We will continue to work with the 
General Assembly and DSS to chart 
a path forward to comply with the 
court order and keep the MO Health-
Net program solvent.”

Parson said during his press 
conference that the general revenue 
allocated to the Medicaid program will 
run out “in three to four months” but 
he did not anticipate calling lawmak-
ers into special session to appropriate 
more money.

Legislative leaders said that they 
anticipate a special session to allo-
cate additional funds will likely not 
be necessary. Instead, the approxi-
mately $12 billion appropriated 
for the state’s Medicaid program 
will be sufficient to cover eligible 
Missourians until lawmakers can 

return, they said.
But Sen. Bob Onder, a Lake St. Lou-

is Republican who opposed Medicaid 
expansion, argued lawmakers should 
not appropriate any additional funds 
and instead go against the court’s 
directives and hold a special session to 
exclude the newly-eligible population.

Eligible Missourians can apply 
for the state’s Medicaid program at 
mydss.mo.gov. Von Glahn encouraged 
Missourians who have questions or 
need assistance applying to contact 
the Cover Missouri hotline at (800) 
466-3213.

- The Independent’s Rudi Keller 
contributed to this story.

Missouri to Accept Medicaid Expansion Applications. Full Approval Likely Weeks Away
• Lawmakers have been informed by the Department of Social Services that 
applications would be processed beginning Oct. 1

By Tessa Weinberg
Missouri Independent
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Business & Technology

Did you or someone you 
know change jobs recently, get 
a promotion, win an award or 
retire.  Send us their informa-

tion and a photo and we’ll 
feature them here in our On 

the Move section.  

Email us @
communityvoiceks.com, 

click on submissions, and 
then On the Move.  

On the 
Move

A
ntoine Sanders has always been 
a martial arts fan and was elated 
when he could finally start Karate 

lessons at 9 years old. 
While he only trained for a few years, 

Sanders said it had a huge impact on his 
life. He learned important life skills like 
respect and discipline. 

Not only can Karate benefit you 
physically, studies show martial arts can 
reduce aggression and impulses and even 
improve mental health.

“My family and I, we credit Karate for 
keeping me out of the streets,” Sanders 
said. He grew up on the southside of Chi-
cago before moving to Kansas City at 17 
years old. “A lot of my friends died. Many 
of them went to jail, got into gangs and, 
fortunately, I was able to avoid it because 
of the martial arts.”

Fast forward 20 years later, Sanders got 
back into Karate as an adult and started 
training and instructing at a Karate 
academy in Johnson County, where barely 
any of the students looked like him or his 
own children. On top of that, he didn’t 
know of any Karate academies serving 
children east of Troost Street. 

That was a problem for him 
because he knew how much martial arts 
benefited him as a child living in a crime-
ridden area and saw the potential for 
those living in Kansas City’s urban core.

T
he Community Voice is 
one of three minor-
ity news publications 

selected to participate in a 
new Inclusive Media and 
Economies Project sponsored 
by the Reynolds Journalism 
Initiative at the University 
of Missouri. For the pilot 
project, RJI is teaming up 
with Multicultural Media and 
Correspondents Associa-
tion (MMCA) and Dynasty 
Consulting to help publishers 
of color tap into community 
development, revitalization 
and reinvestment funds, and 
then use those investments 

to test new revenue strategies 
and build more sustainable 
business models.

RJI will provide seed 
money and administrative 
support to the partnership, 
and MMCA and Dynasty will 
develop the engagement 
strategies and facilitate 
pilot projects with individual 
publishers. 

The collaboration is built 
on the premise that publish-
ers of color are catalysts for 
equitable community devel-
opment and that a robust, 
resilient and diverse media 
ecosystem is as essential to a 

commu-
nity’s 
well-
being as 
af-
fordable housing, reliable 
transportation and accessible 
capital.  Despite the impor-
tant role minority media 
plays in their community, 
RJI found institutions they 
often turned to for funding 
critical infrastructure — 
banks, community develop-
ment finance institutions 
(CDFIs), socially responsible 
businesses, and government 
agencies — largely ignored 

community media as an es-
sential building block.

This pilot project is aimed 
at addressing this un-met 
need.

“Multicultural media 
have long played a criti-
cal role in the civic, social 
and economic health of 
communities,” said MMCA 
co-founder David Morgan. 
“They are connectors and 
conveners. They create jobs. 
They are trusted sources 

of relevant, actionable and 
often life-saving information 

for the very populations 
that community-centered 
financing was created to 
serve.

“By connecting the 
dots between community 
media and community 
development, we hope to 

create an entirely new fund-
ing source for media outlets 
serving communities of color, 
positioning them to advance 
a more inclusive narrative 
of the economy — and to 
compete in that economy.”

 “When you look at this 
project it’s hard not to see a 
virtuous cycle,” added Randy 
Picht, RJI’s executive direc-

New Karate Academy Teaches Self-Defense for East of Troost 
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice

So in March, he and his family 
opened their own dojo, Omega Karate 
Academy, inside the Boone Taber-
nacle Church of God in Christ on 
12th Street, where he also serves as a 
minister. 

“When you're looking for some-
thing for your children to do in this 
area, there's not many activities 
available for young people,” Sanders 
said. “My students are all Black or 
Hispanic and we’re open to everyone, 
but I wanted it to be in an area where 
I can provide all those benefits of the 
martial arts to people that look like 
me.”

Sanders’ three children are all 
black belts and his wife is currently a 
green belt. The whole family teaches 
classes, which Sanders says sets their 
academy apart from others.

“My 17-year-old daughter and 
15-year-old son are able to relate to 
some kids in a way that I can’t,” he 
said. “And then my wife, she's relating 
to some of the women on a different 
level too.”

Omega Karate Academy offers 
self-defense styles Okinawan Kenpo, 

a technique of martial 
arts used by the Ma-
rines, ancient weapons 
techniques and Hawai-
ian Kenpo Jujitsu, which 
focuses on throws, take-
downs and submission 
holds. 

While the academy 
does teach a number of 
self-defense techniques, 
Sanders teaches his 
students that the best 
self-defense is to not get 
into a fight at all. 

“But if you get into 
a fight, we’re trying to 
make it so that you get 
out on top,” he said. 
“This is not a sport. 
We're not training you 
to go win a competition. 
We're training you to be 
alright on 12th Street, 
on Quindaro, so you can make it 
home safe to your family.”

The academy does offer individual 
memberships, but Sanders said he 
suggests entire families get involved. 

In fact, he requires parents to take 
a class with their child and offers a 
family membership.

“Children's success with parental 
involvement is drastically better,” 
he said. “Anything that you can get a 

child doing involved with their par-
ents, the chance for them completing 
the task and reaching a black belt is 
going to be better.”

In January 2022, Sanders will open 
another Omega Karate Academy loca-
tion in Kansas City, Kansas, on 24th 
Street and Quindaro Boulevard. 

To learn more about Omega Karate 
Academy, visit: https://OmegaKara-
teAcademy.square.site/enroll-now. 

Community Voice Selected to Participate in RJI Inclusive Media and Economies Project 
• The new pilot project will help publishers of color tap into community development, 
revitalization and reinvestment funds and use those investments to test new revenue 
strategies and build more sustainable business models.  

See RJI page 10
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tor. “Funding that’s already earmarked 
to bolster opportunity and make a com-
munity stronger is used to revitalize an 

important community resource — a 
news organization — and that news or-
ganization uses the funding to improve 
its own infrastructure and build more 
capacity to better serve the community.”

Sustaining journalism that sustains 

communities
Recently, some philanthropic support 

for community media has become 
available, but the funding tends to be 
temporary, project-based or too small 
to justify the effort required to pursue 

it. “In many cases, it’s a distraction for 
what media outlets so desperately need: 
a sustainable business model and the 
capacity to implement it,” wrote Linda 
Miller, manager of RJI’s Inclusive Econo-
mies and Media Project.

A 2020 study by Transform Finance 
and the Ford Foundation found investors 
reluctant to invest in minority media 
citing an absence of a reliable revenue 
model for news media in general and 
a lack of business acumen, especially 
among early-stage media entrepreneurs.  

“It’s a cruel paradox: news outlets 
need capital to develop infrastructure 
and robust revenue strategies, yet inves-
tors are reluctant to provide it because 
media lack a strong business model,” 
wrote Miller.

This is one problem RJI, MMCA and 
Dynasty are working to address.

“It is nearly impossible to actualize 

a strategic growth plan without capital 
investment and people power. The 
strategies require planning, personnel, 
time commitment, creativity, and access 
to technology and resources which may 
not exist in a daily operational budget,” 
said David Beckford, Dynasty Consult-
ing owner-operator and advisor to more 
than 100 African American multi-media 
platforms including radio, print and OTT 
platforms.

“I think the best way to describe our 
approach is sustainability journalism,” 
Morgan says, referring both to journal-
ism’s role in sustaining communities 
and the need for communities to sustain 
journalism.

In addition to The Community Voice, 
other media outlets participating in the 
pilot program are: the Times Weekly, 
serving Joliet, IL; and Elevate Dayton, 
serving Dayton, OH.

RJI
from page 9

G
rammy Award-winning artist 
Rihanna has now joined the bil-
lionaire's club thanks to, in large 

part, the success of her business models 
for her companies Fenty Beauty and Sav-
age x Fenty. 

She has accomplished something that 
many businesses have found challenging: 
creating a diverse product line that ap-
peals to a wide range of customers. From 
utilizing plus-sized models to produc-
ing gender-neutral items, consumers 
worldwide believe that the Fenty brand 
genuinely understands their desires. 

Forbes estimates $1.4 billion of 
Rihanna's wealth comes from 
the value of Fenty Beauty, a 
company in which she owns 
50%. Rihanna's lingerie brand, 
Savage x Fenty, contributed 
$270 million to her earnings. 
Rihanna created Fenty Beauty 
in 2017, with the intent to 
start a cosmetics business 
that would make women feel 
included. It was essential to 
her to be inclusive and to 
think beyond the box.

"We don't believe 
in division. We do 
not believe 
in excluding 

anyone. That's been our message from 
day one, and it's not going to change now 
because everyone has that realization," 
said Rihanna. 

Many marketers are attempting to 
be more inclusive in the face of social 
change in the United States, particularly 
regarding historically underrepresented 
individuals.

According to an Adobe survey conduct-
ed in May 2019, 62% of US consumers 
indicated diversity in a brand's advertis-
ing had at least some influence on how 
they perceived that brand's products and 
services, with 24% indicating a "signifi-
cant" impact.

According to the Pew Research 
Center, over half of post-

millennials are racial 
or ethnic minorities, 
which makes sense for 
businesses to turn to 
diversity and inclusion 
models, such as the 
Fenty model, for long-
term success rather 
than traditional mar-

keting methods. 
The post-millen-

nial genera-
tion is set to 
be the most 
diverse yet. 

Rihanna’s Diverse Business Model Propels 
Her to First Billionaire Female Musician 

By Malcolm Carter
The Community Voice 





L
abor Day is a federal holiday honoring the na-
tion’s workers. This year, however, it will coincide 
with a damaging moment for those workers: the 

expiration of unemployment insurance (UI) benefits 
for millions of Americans who involuntarily lost their 
jobs due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Lawmakers, economists and advocates have already 
extended a handful of key federal aid programs estab-
lished at the beginning of the pandemic, many of which 
are scheduled to end just as the delta variant has caused 
COVID caseloads to rise across the U.S. yet again.

Following pressure from House Democrats, the CDC 
extended the federal eviction moratorium through Oct. 
3  and the Student Loan payment freeze was expanded 
through Jan. 31.  

Meanwhile, advocacy groups are also dialing up 
attention to extend pandemic-era unemployment 
benefits programs that are set to expire on Labor Day, 
Sept. 6.

The March 2020 CARES Act established three new 
federal unemployment aid programs: Pandemic 
Unemployment Assistance (PUA), which covers those 
not traditionally eligible for aid, including freelancers 
and gig workers; Pandemic Emergency Unemployment 
Compensation (PEUC), which extends aid to those 
who’ve exhausted their state’s benefits period, which 
averages around 26 weeks; and Federal Pandemic 
Unemployment Compensation (FPUC), a $600 weekly 
boost that was reduced to $300 per week to help 
people recover more of their lost wages.

The March 2021 American Rescue Plan Act extended 
these benefits to Labor Day. But policy analysts were 
concerned the date was chosen without consideration 
to what the state of the virus would be in the U.S. at 
that time.

The public health crisis could “make people think 
twice about this cutoff of benefits,” says Andrew 
Stettner, a senior fellow at the Century Foundation.
However, “people are holding out hope for that 

extension, but to be honest, there’s not a lot of political 
momentum behind it right now.”

Stettner says it’s not clear that enough lawmakers 
would support the continuation of jobless benefits 
because critics are primarily focused on whether the 
$300 weekly boost disincentivizes people from finding 
new work.

Businesses across sectors, especially in leisure and 
hospitality, are having a hard time filling a growing 
number of job openings. In response to sluggish job 
growth in April, the governors of 26 states announced 
plans to end pandemic unemployment programs early 
through June and July.

A handful of economic analyses in recent weeks 
show there hasn’t been a strong correlation between 
states cutting off aid and immediately seeing improved 
job-search activity, hiring or employment.

WHAT HAPPENS IF BENEFITS LAPSE
Stettner says while the focus remains on ending the 

$300 boost, allowing PUA and PEUC programs to end 
would cause an “unemployment cliff” for roughly 7.5 
million people and their families after Sept. 6.

As of mid-July, roughly 9.4 million people were 
drawing benefits from one of these programs, making 
up more than 72% of Americans collecting unemploy-
ment insurance overall.

By nature, people on PUA don’t qualify for any other 
type of unemployment insurance, so these recipients 
will not have another safety net to recover lost wages.

As far as today’s conditions, the overall unem-
ployment rate fell to 5.4% in July, according to the 
latest jobs report, but is higher for Black (8.2%) and 

Millions Will Lose Their Unemployment Benefits 
• Will Congress act to extend extra federal 
benefits?

See BENEFITS page 11
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rika Swift opened her 
bridal shop, Pearl and 
Lace, last weekend in 

Lenexa, KS, making hers the 
only Black-owned bridal shop in 
Kansas. 

The mother of twins and a 
DYI anything crafter, Swift has 
been in the wedding industry 
since she was 16, learning about 
planning, floral arrangements 
and design. But she has always 
wanted to open her own bridal 
shop and after 10 years as a 
wedding planner, she decided to 
make the big move. 

Pearl and Lace, located at 
7791 Quivira Rd., has a wide 

variety of sizes and styles of 
dresses and tuxedos. 

“We are a safe space for 
Black brides, White brides and 

we’re inclusive to the LGBTQIA 
community,” Swift said. “We 
help with finding that dream 
dress and attire and we keep it 
very affordable so you can have 
something you dream of without 
having to spend a fortune on it.”

Most dresses start at $1,500 
and go up from there, but the 
dresses at Pearl and Lace start 
at $800 and don’t go above 
$1,200. They also offer rentals 
and consignment. 

To learn more about Pearl and 
Lace, visit their website: www.
PearlAndLaceBridal.com/ourex-
perience. 

New Inclusive, Affordable 
Bridal Shop Opens in Lenexa

By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice 
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Your help-wanted ad could be here 
targeting over 30,000 readers and over 

90,000 people when you combine it 
with a digital ad on http://www.com-
munityvoice.com   

Call us for rates @ (316) 681-1155

Hispanic (6.6%) workers.
Lawmakers have set expiration dates and extended 

pandemic unemployment benefits several times since 
March 2020, leading some economists to advocate for 
setting a phaseout period based on economic conditions, 
like the unemployment rate, rather than a calendar date.

GROUPS ARE CALLING FOR UNEMPLOYMENT 

INSURANCE REFORM

Many worker advocacy groups, including Unem-
ployed Action, ExtendPUA and Unemployed Workers 
United have been working with policymakers to improve 
unemployment benefits throughout the pandemic with 
the ultimate goal of more long-term systemic reform, 
Jerry says.

Advocates say permanently expanding the pool of 
workers eligible for jobless aid can improve an ineq-
uitable unemployment insurance system. Americans 
most likely to be supported by today’s temporary PUA 
and PEUC programs — the long-term unemployed, 
self-employed, freelancers, gig workers, part-time work-
ers and caregivers — are also disproportionately Black, 
Hispanic, Asian, women and low-income earners.

“Unemployment insurance is an essential program,” 
Jerry says, “but it was created in the 1930s and exclu-
sively left out predominantly BIPOC workers. Over the 
years we’ve made some progress toward reform, but the 
need for PUA, PEUC and FPUC further demonstrates how 
much further we need to go.”

BENEFITS

from page 10



New Business Opening

Have or know of a new business opening? Tell Us!! 
Submit info @communityvoiceks.com, click submit, then new business.  
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Health

Health Briefs

W
ith the continued spread of  
COVID-19, the focus hasn't 
been on sexual health despite 

the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) statistics showing 
the number of STD infections in the 
United States is increasing significantly. 
When it comes to those sexually trans-
mitted diseases (STDs), young adults, 
minorities, and gay males in the 
United States are disproportionately af-
fected and less likely to seek standard 
medical treatment.  

That’s where Positive Directions, a 
local non-profit organization, comes 
in. Positive is committed to preventing 
the transmission of STDs and increas-
ing access to sexual health resources 
for Wichitans.  Positive Directions 
was founded in Wichita in 1991 and 
for their first 25 years, the organiza-

tion’s services focused on providing re-
sources and testing in support of HIV-
positive community members. After 
receiving additional funding in 2016, 
their services expanded to include free 
Syphilis and Hepatitis C testing. 

With over 2 million cases of 
chlamydia, gonorrhea, and syphilis 
recorded in 2018, STD clinics have 
become essential healthcare facilities 
for those who may not otherwise have 
access to healthcare, such as the unin-
sured or those who want confidential 
treatment. In addition to testing, Posi-
tive Directions’ outreach programming 
links people with the resources to be 
knowledgeable about sexual health 
and minimize risky sexual behaviors. 

“We've got a whole system on link-
ing people with the proper care no 
matter what they come back positive 
with, whether it's HIV, syphilis, Hep C, 
gonorrhea, or chlamydia,” said Brett 

Hogan, executive director for Positive 
Directions.  “Regardless if you're from 
Wichita or any of the surrounding 
cities, no one gets turned away, and 
patients will be put on the route to 
getting your everyday life back,”

Across the country, a substantial 
number of reported HIV, primary and 
secondary syphilis, chlamydia, and 
gonorrhea cases are diagnosed in 
STD clinics. A study by the American 
Journal of Public Health found that 
patients prefer receiving treatment 
at STD clinics for many reasons, 
including cost, confidentiality, and the 
convenience of these venues with their 
expert STD care.

Positive Directions prides itself 
on providing a welcoming and lively 
environment that defies the stigma 
of a traditional clinic. Some of their 
other services include live information 
sessions designed to present updated, 

reliable information and provide an 
opportunity for participants to ask 
questions in a safe, non-judgemental 
atmosphere. Positive Directions also 
has several free standard condom 
dispensers around Wichita.

"My mission is to hunt HIV and 
other sexually transmitted diseases, 
and the more tests I can provide and 

the more people who seek treatment, 
the bigger the net is so I can catch my 
‘fish,’ if you will," said Hogan.

For more information about 
STDs and treatment options, visit 
the Positive Directions website www.
PositiveDirectionsKS.org or stop by 
their office at 154 N Topeka Wichita, 
KS 67202.

Wichita’s “Positive Directions” Ensures Access to Sexually Transmitted Infection Care for All
By Malcolm Carter
The Community Voice 

(L-R) Brett Hogan, Executive Director of Positive Directions with Anthony Mai, 
Targeted Outreach / Ambassador Program Coordinator and Allyson Arthur, 
Prevention and Outreach Intern.

STUDY: VAX CAMPAIGN AVERTED 
NEARLY 140,000 US DEATHS THROUGH 

EARLY MAY: STUDY
From mid-December 2020 through early May 2021, there 

were 139,393 fewer deaths from COVID-19 and about 3.1 million 
fewer confirmed cases in the United States than would have been 
expected without the COVID-19 vaccination campaign, finds a new 
report published online in Health Affairs.

New York had 11.7 fewer COVID-19 deaths per 10,000 adults 
and Hawaii had 1.1 fewer deaths per 10,000 than would have oc-
curred without vaccinations, the study shows. The rest of the states 
fell somewhere in between, with the average state experiencing five 

fewer COVID-19 deaths per 10,000 adults.
At a national level, this means that instead of the 550,000 

COVID-19 deaths that occurred by early May, there would have 
been 709,000 deaths in the absence of a vaccination campaign, 
according to the study. 

LATEST DATA SHOWS INCREASE IN 
BREAKTHROUGH COVID-19 CASES  

 Preliminary data from seven states suggest that breakthrough 
COVID-19 infections among vaccinated people may be on the rise 
due to the more contagious Delta variant.

Breakthrough cases accounted for about 1 in 5 newly diagnosed 
cases in six of the states, according to The New York Times. Hos-
pitalizations and deaths among vaccinated people may be higher 
than previously thought as well.

"Remember when the early vaccine studies came out, it was 
like nobody gets hospitalized, nobody dies," Robert Wachter, 
MD, chairman of the Department of Medicine at the University 
of California, San Francisco, told the newspaper.  "That clearly is 
not true," he said.

The New York Times analyzed data in seven states: California, 
Colorado, Massachusetts, Oregon, Utah, Vermont, and Virginia  
that are tracking the most detailed information. 

The numbers back up the idea that vaccinated people may 
need booster shots this fall to support their earlier vaccine doses.

"If the chances of a breakthrough infection have gone up 
considerably, and the level of protection against severe illness is 
no longer as robust as it was, I think the case for boosters goes 
up pretty quickly," Wachter said.

COVID-19 HOSPITALIZATIONS FOR 30- 
TO 39-YEAR-OLDS HIT RECORD HIGH

Hospitals are reporting record numbers of COVID-19 patients in 
their 30s, largely due to the contagious Delta variant, according to  
The Wall Street Journal.

The rate of new hospitalizations for ages 30-39 reached 2.5 per 
100,000 people last week, according to the latest CDC data, which 
is up from the previous peak of 2 per 100,000 people in January.

In addition, new hospital admissions for patients in their 30s 
reached an average of 1,113 a day during the last week, which was 
up from 908 the week before.

"It means Delta is really bad," James Lawler, MD, an infectious 
disease doctor and co-director of the Global Center for Health 
Security at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, told the 
newspaper.

The age group mostly avoided hospitalization throughout the 
pandemic because of their relatively good health and young age, 
the newspaper reported. In recent weeks, however, those between 
ages 30 to 39 are contracting the coronavirus due to their active 
lifestyle — for many in their 30s, these are prime years for work-
ing, parenting and socializing.

Hospitalizations are primarily occurring among unvaccinated 
adults, the newspaper reported. Nationally, less than half of those 
between ages 25-39 are fully vaccinated, according to CDC data 
updated Sunday.

"It loves social mobility," James Fiorica, MD, chief medical of-
ficer of Sarasota Memorial Health Care System in Florida, told the 
newspaper.

 "An unvaccinated 30-year-old can be a perfect carrier," he said.
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Save A Life...Get Vaccinated!
“If you are making wildly disparaging com-
ments about the vaccine, and have no public 
health expertise, you may be responsible for 
someone’s death,” The Wichita Branch NAACP 

 

KANSAS COVID DEATHS
As of August 8, 2021

5,299
PatrIcIa FIerson • 61 • March 16, 2020
Alvin SiMMonS • 54 • March 17, 2020
Larry edgeworth • 61 • March 19, 2020
oLIver stokes, Jr.  •44 • March 19, 2020
Lawrence rILey • 66 • March 20, 2020
iSAAc GrAhAM • 67 • March 22, 2020
DezAnn roMAin • 36 • March 23, 2020
MArlowe StouDAMire • 43 • March 24, 2020
wAnDA BAiley • 63 • March 25, 2020
roBert eArl SMith Sr., 82, March 26, 2020
Pastor keveLIn Jones sr., 72, March 26, 2020
Bassey oFFIong • 25 • March 28, 2020 
aLBert dargan • 70• March 30, 2020
sandra vIctor • 62 • March 31, 2020
DeAcon henry AuStin • 80 • March 31, 2020
waLLace roney • 59 • March 31, 2020
IsraeL toLentIno Jr. • 33 • March 31, 2020
MArylou ArMer • 43 • March 31, 2020
davId c. drIskeLL • 88 • April 1, 2020
LeILanI Jordan • 27 • April 1, 2020 
terrell younG • 52 • April 2, 2020
JAMeS wAlker • 59 • April 5, 2020
rosarIo gonzáLez • 91 • April 5, 2020
rAyMonD copelAnD • 46 • April 5, 2020
ruBen BurkS • 86 • April 6, 2020
ruDolph Sutton • 67 • April 8, 2020
FrAnklin williAMS • 58 • April 8, 2020
kenneth BosweLL • 64 • April 9, 2020
Dr. BrAnDon wyn MccrAy • 52 • April 19, 2020
terry anthony LewIs • 62 • April 20, 2020
MAurice ShepperSon •36 • aug 10, 2020
PatrIcIa edwards •62 • Aug. 19, 2020
roSA hellAMS • 96 • Aug. 26, 2020
DeMArGe “Duke” BoyD • 49 • Sept. 11, 2020
John thrower • 49 • Sept. 23, 2020
DeMetriA BAnniSter • 28 • Aug. 7, 2020
shIrLey BannIster • 28 • Sept. 27, 2020
iriS MeDA • 70• nov. 23, 2020
Merle keelinG • 67 • nov., 22, 2020
pAul BlAckwell • 61 • Dec. 13, 2020
roSeMAry BlAckwell • 65• Dec. 13, 2020
SuSAn Moore • 52 • Dec. 20, 2020
howArD rAnDAll FAuSt Jr • 68 • Jan. 3, 2021
Mother nAoMi GriFFin • 92 • Jan. 28, 2021
geraLd Lathan • 61 • Feb. 20, 2021 
trevern younGBlooD • 39 • Feb. 26, 2021
Brenda keLLy-easLey • 71 • April 19, 2021 
AnDre MereDith • 50 • June 3, 2021
LIsa keLLy • 56 • June 10, 2021
MArtin DAniel • 53 • July  6,, 2021
trIna danIeL • 49 • July 6, 2021
cAptAin clAy  GerMAny • 58 • July 9, 2021
Stephen hArMon • 34 • July 24, 2021
lAquiShA hArper • 42• Aug. 3, 2021
BraderIck wrIght • 28• August 7, 2021
• Just a few of the African Americans that have died from COVID
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etirees aren’t always certain 
what it is they long to do with 
time, but one day they stop 
working and find they have a 

barrelful of it.
 “People often are so focused on 

making sure they are financially ready 
to retire that they forget to plan for 
what they want to do in retirement,” 
says Patti Hart, co-author with her 
husband, Milledge, of “The Resolution-
ist: Welcome to the Anti-Retirement 
Movement.”

 “And they may have more time to 
fill than they realize. Life expectancy 
has grown, and retirements that last 
20 years, 30 years, or longer aren’t that 
unusual. So you have to start thinking, 
what will you do with your time? How 
do you envision your days playing 
out?”

 For the Harts, the answers to those 
questions involve the “anti-retirement 
movement,” where retirement is more 
than a rocking chair on a front porch 
or endless hours of golf.

 “We did leave our careers, but we 
would never call ourselves retired,” 
Milledge Hart says. “We are busier now 
than we’ve ever been. The difference 
is that we are busy doing what brings 
us joy rather than what advances our 
careers.”

 But the transition isn’t always easy, 
which is why the Harts recommend 
finding efficient ways to manage that 
extra time the post-career years bring.

Patti Hart cautions that time 
management does not have to mean 
blocking out every minute.

 “For most people, it is just setting 
goals and priorities, then making sure 
you plan for how you are going to ac-
complish them,” she says. “It is being 
productive with your time.”

 To do that, the Harts suggest putting 
yourself into the mindset you had in 
your working years, such as:

Use a calendar. People in a 
corporate setting rely on calendars to 
manage their obligations and retirees 
can as well. “Too often people just 
think they will remember that they 
have yoga on Tuesday and Thursday, 
and volunteer at the animal shelter 
on Wednesday,” Patti Hart says. “But 
then they add a lunch here or a board 
meeting there and pretty soon find 
themselves scurrying from activity to 

activity.” Checking a calendar each day 
also let’s people know they may need 
to pull back if they are overcommitted, 
or they may need to find activities to 
add if too many empty hours are going 
to waste.

Make a to-do list. A to-do list helps 
ensure nothing gets forgotten. Just be 
flexible, Milledge Hart says, because the 
list is a tool to keep you on track, not 
a ball and chain to imprison you. “If 
you’d rather do something else today, 
feel free to move items to another time 
or just skip them altogether,” he says. 
“It’s your list so it’s your call.”

Treat everything like a business 
appointment. The calendar and the 
to-do list can be filled with things that 
would never have made a business 
person’s schedule – but may now be 
high priority for you. “You can pencil in 
30 minutes for meditation or an hour to 
begin reading a James Patterson novel,” 
Patti Hart says. “Maybe you want to 
block out Friday afternoon to experi-
ment with a new recipe. These are your 
preferred ‘appointments’ now and are 
equal in importance to board meetings 
or conference calls.”

Adapt your system as your needs 
change. Some people begin retire-
ment doing all the things they had 
been putting off, such as traveling or 
fishing more. “But that first burst of 
activity usually begins to wear, and you 
realize you want more from this stage 
of life,” Milledge Hart says. “At that 
point it makes sense to reevaluate your 
resources and goals. Be aware of how 
you feel about certain activities and be 
ready to drop some and pick up others 
as your time and interests change.”

“In the same way that making good 
financial investments provides you with 
additional capital, investing your time 
wisely provides you with more time to 
do things you really want to do,” Patti 
Hart says. “ And that will make your 
life so much better.”

- Patti and Milledge Hart, co-
authors of The Resolutionist: Welcome 
to the Anti-Retirement Movement. 
Today, in what they refer to as the 
“Resolutionist” – rather than retire-
ment – phase of their lives, they are 
applying their resources and skills in 
new ways to advance philanthropic 
and corporate activities around the 
globe.

Retirement:  Extra Time 
What to Do With It

Seniors: Better Living  Seniors: Better Living

A Special Section of The Community Voice 

For Active Seniors  



That’s why having a few strategies 
you’re familiar with can help you 
when you’re feeling anxious or angry. 
Here are some helpful, actionable tips 
you can try the next time you need to 
calm down.

BREATHE

“Breathing is the number one and 
most effective technique for reducing 
anger and anxiety quickly,” says Scott 
Dehorty, LCSW-C, of Delphi Behavioral 
Health.

When you’re anxious or angry, you 
tend to take quick, shallow breaths. 
Dehorty says this sends a message to 
your brain, causing a positive feedback 
loop reinforcing your fight-or-flight 
response. That’s why taking long, deep 
calming breaths disrupts that loop and 
helps you calm down.

There are various breathing tech-
niques to help you calm down. One 
is three-part breathing. Three-part 
breathing requires you to take one 
deep breath in and then exhale fully 
while paying attention to your body.

Once you get comfortable with deep 
breathing, you can change the ratio of 
inhalation and exhalation to 1:2 (you 
slow down your exhalation so that it’s 
twice as long as your inhalation).

Practice these techniques while 
calm so you know how to do them 
when you’re anxious.

ADMIT THAT YOU’RE ANXIOUS 

OR ANGRY

Allow yourself to say that you’re 
anxious or angry. When you label how 
you’re feeling and allow yourself to ex-
press it, the anxiety and anger you’re 
experiencing may decrease.

CHALLENGE YOUR THOUGHTS

Part of being anxious or angry 
is having irrational thoughts that 
don’t necessarily make sense. These 
thoughts are often the “worse-case 
scenario.” You might find yourself 
caught in the “what if” cycle, which 
can cause you to sabotage a lot of 
things in your life.

When you experience one of these 
thoughts, stop and ask yourself the 

following questions:
• Is this likely to happen?
• Is this a rational thought?
• Has this ever happened to me 

before?
• What’s the worst that can happen? 
• Can I handle that?

After you go through the questions, 
it’s time to reframe your thinking. 
Instead of “I can’t walk across that 
bridge. What if there’s an earthquake, 
and it falls into the water?” tell 
yourself: “There are people that walk 
across that bridge every day, and it has 
never fallen into the water.”

RELEASE THE ANXIETY OR 

ANGER

Dehorty recommends getting the 
emotional energy out with exercise. 
“Go for a walk or run. [Engaging] 
in some physical activity [releases] 
serotonin to help you calm down and 
feel better.”

However, you should avoid physical 
activity that includes the expression 
of anger, such as punching walls or 
screaming.

“This has been shown to increase 
feelings of anger, as it reinforces the 
emotions because you end up feeling 
good as the result of being angry,” 
Dehorty explains.

VISUALIZE YOURSELF CALM

This tip requires you to practice the 
breathing techniques you’ve learned. 
After taking a few deep breaths, close 
your eyes and picture yourself calm. 
See your body relaxed, and imagine 
yourself working through a stressful 
or anxiety-causing situation by staying 
calm and focused.

By creating a mental picture of 
what it looks like to stay calm, you can 
refer back to that image when you’re 
anxious.

THINK IT THROUGH

Have a mantra to use in critical 
situations. Just make sure it’s one 
that you find helpful. Dehorty says it 
can be, “Will this matter to me this 
time next week?” or “How important 
is this?” or “Am I going to allow this 
person/situation to steal my peace?”

This allows the thinking to shift 
focus, and you can “reality test” the 

situation.
“When we’re anxious or angry, we 

become hyper-focused on the cause, 
and rational thoughts leave our mind. 
These mantras give us an opportunity 
to allow rational thought to come 
back and lead to a better 
outcome,” Dehorty 
explains.

LISTEN TO 

MUSIC

The next 
time you feel 
your anxiety 
level cranking 
up, grab some 
headphones 

and tune in to your favorite music. 
Listening to music can have a very 
calming effect on your body and mind.

CHANGE YOUR FOCUS

Leave the situation, look in another 
direction, walk out of the room, or go 
outside.

Dehorty recommends this exercise 
so you have time for better decision 
making. “We don’t do our best think-
ing when anxious or angry; we engage 
in survival thinking. This is fine if our 
life is really in danger, but if it isn’t life 

threatening, we want our best think-
ing, not survival instincts,” he adds.

RELAX YOUR BODY

When you’re anxious or angry, it 
can feel like every muscle in your 
body is tense (and they probably are). 
Practicing progressive muscle relax-

ation can help you calm down and 
center yourself.

To do this, lie down on 
the floor with your arms out 
by your side. Make sure 
your feet aren’t crossed 

and your hands aren’t in 
fists. Start at your toes and 
tell yourself to release them. 

Slowly move up your body, 
telling yourself to release each 

part of your body until you 
get to your head.

WRITE IT 

DOWN

If you’re 
too angry or 
anxious to talk 
about it, grab 
a journal and 
write out your 
thoughts. 
Don’t worry 
about 

complete 
sen-

tences or 
punctuation 

— just write. 
Writing helps 

you get nega-
tive thoughts 
out of your 
head.

You can take it one step further and 
make an action plan to continue stay-
ing calm once you’re done writing.

GET SOME FRESH AIR

The temperature and air circulation 
in a room can increase your anxiety or 
anger. If you’re feeling tense and the 
space you’re in is hot and stuffy, this 
could trigger a panic attack.

Remove yourself from that environ-
ment as soon as possible and go 
outside — even if it’s just for a few 
minutes.

Not only will the fresh air help 

calm you down, but also the change of 
scenery can sometimes interrupt your 
anxious or angry thought process.

FUEL YOUR BODY

If you’re hungry or not properly 
hydrated, many of these techniques 
won’t work. That’s why it’s important 
to slow down and get something to eat 
— even if it’s just a small snack.

DROP YOUR SHOULDERS

If your body is tense, there’s a good 
chance your posture will suffer. Sit up 
tall, take a deep breath, and drop your 
shoulders. To do this, you can focus 
on bringing your shoulder blades 
together and then down. This pulls 
your shoulders down. Take a few deep 
breaths. You can do this several times 
a day.

HAVE A CENTERING OBJECT

When you’re anxious or angry, so 
much of your energy is being spent on 
irrational thoughts. When you’re calm, 
find a “centering object” such as a 
small stuffed animal, a polished rock 
you keep in your pocket, or a locket 
you wear around your neck.

Tell yourself that you’re going 
to touch this object when you’re 
experiencing anxiety or frustration. 
This centers you and helps calm your 
thoughts. For example, if you’re at 
work and your boss is making you 
anxious, gently rub the locket around 
your neck.

IDENTIFY PRESSURE POINTS TO 

CALM ANGER AND ANXIETY

Going for a massage or getting 
acupuncture is a wonderful way to 
manage anxiety and anger. But it’s not 
always easy to find time in your day to 
make it happen. The good news is, you 
can do acupressure on yourself for 
instant anxiety relief.

This method involves putting pres-
sure with your fingers or your hand at 
certain points of the body. The pres-
sure releases the tension and relaxes 
your body.

One area to start with is the point 
where the inside of your wrist forms 
a crease with your hand. Press your 
thumb on this area for two minutes. 
This can help relieve tension.
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By Kimia Madani
Senior Associate Editor, Livingly 

How to Find Your Calm in Chaos
• Finding your sense of calm in the midst of these chaotic times can feel 
like no easy task — to say the least! But it’s also more important than ever 
to find healthy ways to manage the stress, anxiety, and worry of modern life, 

especially when that worry feels constant. In today’s world, “everyday stress-
ors” may have taken on a life of their own, but that doesn’t mean we have to 
give in to a pervasive sense of dread. 
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T
erry Colli and three other resi-
dents of the John Knox Village 
senior community got a trip via 

computer to the International Space 
Station in the kickoff to a Stanford Uni-
versity study on whether virtual reality 
can improve the emotional well-being 
of older people.

Donning 1-pound  headsets with 
video and sound, the four could imag-
ine floating weightless with astronauts 
and get a 360-degree tour of the 
station. In other programs, residents 

can take virtual visits to Paris, Venice, 
Egypt or elsewhere around the globe; 
attend a car rally, skydive or go on a 
hike.

“I feel great. It is amazing. It is like 
you are really there,” said Colli, 73.  

Virtual reality works by making 
what the person sees and hears track 
with what they are doing. In a VR trip 
to Paris, for example, a participant 
might turn to the left and see the Eiffel 
Tower with a musician playing in the 
foreground, and then turn right and 

find two 
people 
convers-
ing. If 
the par-
ticipant 
moves 
toward 
one, that 
sound 
increas-
es while 
the other 
dimin-
ishes.

For 

the last four years, virtual reality (VR) 
has been a booming industry with tons 
of untapped potential. While it started 
as a medium primarily meant for video 
games, its benefits have far exceeded 
that original purpose. In fact, hospitals 
now use VR to train surgeons, archi-
tects design buildings with it and even 
some directors are creating their films 
with the technology. 

HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO 

SENIORS? 

According to Grace Andruszkiewicz, 
Director of Marketing & Partnerships 
for Rendever, VR can be an outlet for 
seniors to socialize and engage in ac-
tivities they perhaps haven’t been able 
to do in years due to the aging process. 
The company she’s a part of offers VR 
programming for senior living com-
munities in more than 30 states with 
the intent to help Independent Living, 
Assisted Living and Memory Care resi-
dents relive, reconnect and re-inspire. 

Andruszkiewicz referenced a study 
discussed during a National Institute 
for Health Care Management panel that 
noted loneliness can be as damaging 
to a person’s health as smoking 15 

cigarettes a day. That’s where VR can 
help. 

HOW TO GET STARTED IN VR 

While no computer is necessary 
for a VR experience, special headsets 
such as Oculus Go and Gear VR are 
required. These can be purchased 
individually at many big-box stores or 
electronics retailers. Oculus Go and 
Gear VR are two of the most affordable 
and user-friendly VR headsets on the 
market. 

Oculus Go is a standalone head-
set, so seniors simply slide it on and 
they’re immediately ready to get 
started. No wires, computers or any 
external devices at all are necessary. 

Gear VR requires a Samsung Galaxy 
smartphone to function. The phone 
plugs directly into the front of the Gear 
VR headset, then functions virtually the 
same as Oculus Go. 

VR APPLICATIONS IDEAL FOR 

SENIORS 

From traveling around the world 
to exercising without even realizing 
it, these VR applications can be used 
by seniors and their loved ones to 
bring joy, provide a workout, allow an 
unplanned visit to another country or 
simply bond.

• Zen Zone: offers three relaxation 
experiences that will guide a senior 
through a variety of meditation tech-
niques. The third experience puts them 
in the middle of their very own Zen 
garden and allows them to rake sand, 
rearrange rocks and just sit back and 
relax in peaceful surroundings. 

• Alcove: Alcove, is a social experi-
ence designed with families in mind. 
This app allows seniors to meet up 
with their family members in a virtual 
space so they can chat as they would in 

real life. As long as all family members 
have headsets, seniors can pop into a 
virtual world to share memories, play 
games, go on an adventure and even 
sit back and watch TV.   

• Wander: Seniors with limited 
mobility may find it difficult to take 
a family vacation or simply travel the 
world to see the sights they’ve spent 
their entire lives dreaming about. 
Wander can help solve that wanderlust. 
This experience transports seniors 
nearly anywhere in the world they want 
to go. Not only that, certain locations 
allow seniors to jump through different 
points of history and witness how the 
area has changed. 

• National Geographic: While some 
experiences such as Wander enable 
seniors to take a more passive view 
of the world, National Geographic VR 
puts them right in the middle of the 
action, whether it’s swimming with 
sharks, observing a family of gorillas 
or learning about other cultures. 

Rendever’s experiences allow se-
niors to visit many of the world’s most 
famous attractions. Always wanted to 
see the Eiffel Tower? Take a group VR 
field trip to Paris and gaze upon its 
world-renowned beauty. VR can also 
get residents to exercise without even 
realizing they’re doing it. Rendever’s 
Balloon Popper is an app developed 
for this purpose. Seniors attempt to 
poke virtual balloons with their noses 
to get the highest score. 

For family events, Rendever allows 
adult children and grandchildren to 
upload their own 360° photos and 
videos so a senior can live or relive a 
wedding, graduation, reunion or any 
big gathering of cousins, kids, grand-
kids, aunts, uncles, etc. 

Adult

Day Health Care

HAnnAH’s

+ Free Transport in

RideKCFredom Area

+ Physical & Mental Exercises & Games

+ Lunch & Snack

+ Food from Don Bosco Center

+ Anti-COVID Precautions

hours

6:45 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Mon - Fri.

6412 E 87th st., KCMo or 

Call us: 816-923-1114

CAN A FAMILY ASK THE PHYSICIAN

FOR HOSPICE OR HOME HEALTH CARE?

Jones Family Asks: My mom has been sick for many 
years with a respiratory condition. It’s difficult for her 
to leave home without assistance. Our physician has 
not suggested Home Health or Hospice. Is it appro-
priate for us as a family to request these services?
Dorothy RN: Physicians don’t normally object to 
Home Health or Hospice services. Be open with the 
physician by giving intimate details about your mom’s 
needs for care and always be her advocate by request-
ing the resources you need as a family for support. 
On the other hand, you can call a Hospice & Home 
Health company and request a free assessment and 
evaluation. The Home Health & Hospice nurse will 
communicate with your physician prior to visiting 
the home & after assessing the patient’s needs.  

Virtual Reality Allows Seniors to Experience a Whole New World

 VR can be an outlet for seniors to socialize and engage in activities they 
perhaps haven’t been able to do in years 
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N
o matter your age, it is impor-
tant to take part in sport and 
fitness activities on a regular 

basis. Of course, it becomes more 
important to stay active in our older 
years in order to stay fit and healthy.

The Nation Health Service in the 
United Kingdom reports that a lot 
of adults over the age of 65 spend 
around 10 hours a day either sitting 
or laying down. This lack of activity is 
causing serious health problems for 
many older people. A lack of activity 
can cause reduced mobility, lead-
ing to aches and pains when doing 
simple things such as walking to the 
shops. On the other hand, people who 
remain active have a lower risk of 
heart disease, strokes, type 2 diabetes, 
and dementia.

NHS GUIDELINES FOR SPORT AND 

FITNESS

According to the NHS, adults over 
65 should aim to be physically active 
every day. .

“Any activity is better than none. 
The more you do the better, even if it’s 
just light activity.”

The NHS recommends a combina-
tion of activities for optimum health 
and fitness. At least 2 days a week, 
older people should focus on activities 
that improve strength, balance, and 
flexibility. Throughout the rest of the 
week, you should do at least 150 min-
utes of moderate intensity activity. If 
you already lead an active lifestyle, you 
can do 75 minutes of vigorous inten-
sity exercise instead, or a combination 
of moderate and vigorous exercise.

Regardless of your level of fitness, 
everyone should try to reduce the 
time they spend sitting or lying down.

WHAT IS LIGHT ACTIVITY?

Light activity probably won’t raise 
your heart rate very much or make 
you feel out of breath. However, it 
is good to break up long periods of 
sitting down with brief spurts of light 
activity.

Examples of light activity include 
cleaning and dusting around the 
home, walking at a slow pace, and 
moving around your home (getting up 
to make a cup of coffee, for example).

Remember that any activity, 
however light or gentle, is better than 
staying still.

WHAT IS MODERATE INTENSITY 

EXERCISE?

According to the NHS, a good way 
to tell whether an activity counts as 
‘moderate intensity’ is if you can carry 
on holding a conversation, but not 
sing. In contrast to light activity, mod-
erate intensity exercise will usually 
raise your heart rate somewhat. You 
might also feel warmer and find that 
your breathing gets faster.

Examples of moderate aerobic 
activity include:
• Cycling.
• Volleyball.
• Walking.
• Water aerobics.
• Doubles Tennis.
WHAT IS VIGOROUS INTENSITY 

EXERCISE?

Alternatively, you are already fairly 
active, you could choose to aim for 75 
minutes of vigorous aerobic activity 
each week instead of 150 minutes of 
moderate intensity exercise.

You can easily increase the intensity 
of some moderate exercises to make 
them vigorous. For example, cycling is 
generally a moderate intensity activity, 
but cycling fast or cycling uphill would 
count as vigorous.

Here are some examples of vigor-
ous intensity exercise:
• Singles tennis
• Aerobics
• Jogging/running
• Swimming fast
• Hiking uphill
• Energetic dancing

If you would prefer some variety 
in your sport and fitness routine, you 
could take part in a mix of moderate 
and vigorous aerobic activity each 
week. As an example:

Two 30-minute jogs plus 30 min-
utes of brisk walking equates to 150 
minutes of moderate aerobic activity, 
and strength exercises on two or more 
days a week that work all the major 
muscles.”

Now that we’ve discussed the of-
ficial sport and fitness guidance from 
the NHS, let’s think about the different 
activities we can use to meet those 
targets.

 SPORT AND FITNESS ACTIVITIES 

FOR OLDER PEOPLE

Next, let’s take a look at 5great 
examples of sport and fitness activities 
for older people:
• SWIMMING

Swimming gives the body a com-
plete workout. It increases both mus-

cular and cardiovascular fitness, but 
can also be a fun social activity.  Dur-
ing a swimming session, you burn lots 
of calories and build up more muscle 
mass because of the resistance that 
the water gives. Water is around 800 
times denser than air. Since your 
muscles have to work much harder in 
the pool, your heart and lungs must 
work harder to pump oxygen around 
the body. This work is what improves 
your cardiovascular health.

Swimming is an ideal physical 
activity, especially for those who suffer 
from arthritis. This is because the 
water can take up to 90% of your body 
weight. This means that swimming 
will cause less strain on your joints 
than jogging, for example. It also helps 
by toning up the joints’ supporting 
muscles.

As going for a swim can be quite 
enjoyable, it can also improve your 
general mood. It can also improve 
your social life as you become a 
regular at the poop, meeting new 
people who enjoy swimming as much 
as you do.
• CYCLING

According to British Cycling, 
cycling’s governing body, more than 
two million people across the country 
now cycle at least three times a week. 
Going for a bike ride is a great way of 
keeping in shape while reducing the 
risk of chronic illnesses, as well as 
being a great form of transport to the 
shops or to work.

Riding a bike burns more calories 
than going for a jog and also has less 
impact on your joints, especially the 
knees. This is because cycling puts 
less pressure on them. Cycling works 
the whole body and can help you lose 
weight in the process, whilst keeping 
all your joints moving in a fun, out-
door workout.

As we know from the NHS guide-
lines, cycling for at least 150 minutes 
every week will improve your overall 
cardiovascular fitness. There are a 
number of cycling you can join – 
these can combat loneliness by help-
ing you meet new people and make 
more friends.

Alongside the health benefits, 
cycling will also help to save you 
money. You can ride your bike as a 
form of transport, rather than using 
the gassing your car or paying for a 
bus or taxi. What’s more, fewer cars 

on the road helps the environment by 
reducing harmful emissions.
 • GOLF

You might think of golf as quite 
a slow, still sport. However, it may 
surprise you to learn that golf has 
great benefits to fitness.  A recent 
study found that male golfers burned 
an average of 721 calories playing 
nine holes and carrying their clubs in 
a bag. Additionally, a game of golf gets 
you out in the fresh air and provides 
you with a great brain workout.

Golf takes place on a huge course 
meaning that you will be doing plenty 
of walking on your trip to the club. 
Most courses are not flat either, so you 
will be doing uphill walks along your 
journey to the next hole. Going for a 
walk is great for the body, but with a 
game of golf, you are doing so much 
more than that.

Your muscles also receive a 
workout and you can improve your 
flexibility, balance, and core strength 
during a game. As you swing your golf 
club, you are building up more and 
more strength in your arms and core 
muscles. This kind of movement can 
be hugely beneficial to your body as 
you get older. 

What’s more, golf also gives the 
brain a workout. Concentration and 
hand-eye coordination are key to 
hitting the right shot at the right time. 
Your brain does plenty of thinking 
during a game of golf as you memo-
rize each hole and work out the cor-
rect club to use. This is a great skill in 
the battle against the development of 
dementia.
• WALKING

Walking is by far the easiest form 

of exercise to introduce to your daily 
routine. Going for a walk can get the 
blood pumping around your body 
without putting too much strain on 
your cardiovascular system. Taking 
care of the circulatory system can lead 
to a reduced risk of stroke.

Not only that, but walking helps to 
keep high blood pressure in check 
and can also boost your heart’s overall 
performance. As with all forms of 
exercise, walking will of course help 
you to burn those calories and lose 
excess weight.

Walking has also been proven to 
help boost mood and improve mental 
health. There is nothing better than 
going for a nice walk in the coun-
tryside to help clear your mind and 
brighten your mood. Going for a walk 
with friends also helps boost your 
social life, and there are plenty of 
walking groups across the country too.

If you’re looking for something 
a little more intense than regular 
walking, Nordic Walking may be for 
you. This activity provides you with a 
full-body workout through the use of 
specially designed walking poles.

The poles help you harness the 
power of the upper body to propel you 
forward as you walk. Nordic Walking 
can help you burn up to 46% more 
calories than regular walking and also 
helps to improve your posture and gait.

Again, like regular walking, there 
are groups around the country that 
have instructors on hand to help you 
get to grips with the proper technique.

Remember to consult your doctor 
before starting a new sport and fitness 
hobby. Take it slow and steady at first. 

Sport And Fitness Activities For Older People       



 Cycling for at least 150 minutes every week will improve your overall 
cardiovascular fitness.
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J
ust ahead of his comedy show 
at the Uptown Theater Aug. 14, 
comedian and Kansas City native 

Eddie Griffin took tme out to appear as 
the special guest at a fundraising event 
for the nonprofit Giving Yourself Real 
Love (GYRL).  The event was held at 
Soiree Steakhouse and Oyster Bar on 
18th and Vine.

Councilman Brandon Ellington 
moderated the event, a one-on-one 
with Griffin, where he asked the come-
dian his opinion on a variety of topics 
including the pandemic and vaccine, 
the entertainment world and how it 
affects youth, and the importance of 
investing in Black communities. 

The event packed the restaurant.  
With nearly 50 people in attendance, the 
event raise more than $3,000 for GYRL.

GYRL, an organization dedicated 
to supporting victims of domestic 
violence and prevention, last year 
expanded its programming to include 
a youth program. 

The youth program offers a variety 

of classes for children ages 7 to 18  
such as cooking, martial arts, graphic 
design, writing and gardening. 

“My hope is all the children on the 
east side of Troost get the same oppor-
tunities of those children on the west 
side of Troost,” said GYRL’s founder 
and director Gloria Ellington.

Ellington invested in several proper-
ties on 39th and Chestnut Street, 
where the GYRL office is also located, 
to provide a resource center and 
emergency housing center for victims 
of domestic violence. 

She wants the resource center 
to provide a stable place for the 
program’s more than 80 children to 
continue participating in the activities 
and classes GYRL provides every week. 

But the properties need hefty, 
expensive repairs and Ellington funds 
the program herself, without grants or 
city funding. That’s been particularly 
difficult, since they’ve been forced 
to rebuild several times following 
break-ins to their office and after their 
Domestic Violence Memorial Rose 
Garden was mowed over twice. 

Until the houses are repaired, 

programming is being held at the 
Robert J. Mohart Multipurpose Center. 
While Ellington said they are fortunate 
to have it as an option, her goal still 
remains having a place the children 
and GYRL can call their own. 

She’s set a fundraising goal of 
$100,000 to be used to help renovate  
both the resource and emergency 
housing centers.

Griffin was immediately drawn to 
the work GYRL was doing in the urban 
core and offered his support for the 
program, promising to mentor 10 
children from the program last year. 

“At GYRL, we’re giving young ladies 
and men hope,” Griffin said. “I’m do-
ing this fundraiser to raise money and 
awareness for them to keep going.”

At the fundraising event, Griffin 
donated $1,000 to GYRL. 

“These donations help GYRL tre-
mendously,” Ellington said. 

The program is still looking for 
donations to meet their goal and 
volunteers to teach classes.

To learn more about GYRL, visit 
their website, gyrlplease.org. 

Comedian Eddie Griffin Visits KC, Fundraises for Youth Nonprofit
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice

C
ommunity members in the 
Santa Fe neighborhood have long 
waited to see the home of legend-

ary Leroy “Satchel” Paige restored.
The Santa Fe Area Council President 

Marquita Taylor said nearly every week 
at the Santa Fe Area Council meetings, 
concerned community members ask 
her what is being done to bring life 
back to the five-bedroom home of the 
legendary Negro League and Major 
League baseball player’s home back 
to life.  

Finally, a renovation plan for the 
house, located at 2626 E. 28th St., 
has been announced that city leaders 
say will make the home a community 
asset for years to come. 

The Paige home, which Paige pur-
chased in 1950, is where he lived dur-

ing his final years with the Kansas City 
Monarchs. In the home, he hosted 
a number of celebrities like Count 
Basie, the Harlem Globetrotters, Duke 
Ellington and Louis Armstrong.

When Paige died in 1982, the 
home remained in the family for a 
few years, but then was sold and the 
house slowly fell into disrepair.

The house sat vacant for more than 
20 years and suffered fire damage in 
2018. Then in 2019, the Kansas City 
Homesteading Authority (KCMHA) 
purchased the home to protect and 
preserve it and secured a $150,000 
grant from the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation to fund some of 
the major structural repairs needed 
on the house.  

This May, the city put out a request 
for proposals seeking ideas on how the 
house might be used for the community 
benefit while honoring Paige’s legacy. 

On Aug. 9, KCMHA announced the 
winning proposal from Pitch Perfect 
KC in partnership with the Kansas City 
Royals. Pitch Perfect KC will lead rede-

velopment efforts of the Paige Home 
through coordination with the Santa 

City Announces Winning Proposal to Redevelop Satchel Paige’s Historic Home
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice



See SATCHEL page 30
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The Paige Home
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T
he Shelbys, Benny and Calvin, are legend-
ary. It is difficult to speak about nightlife 
activities in Kansas City during the last 

40-plus years without them being mentioned 
by someone who is in the business directly, has 
done business with them or enjoyed what their 
businesses had to offer. 

A few days ago, we lost one half of this dynasty 
with the passing of Benny Shelby.  Unlike the 
family eulogy or obituary which is the private 
purview of those closest to him, I thought it fit-
ting to remember this man in the context which 
so many of us knew him: the consummate busi-
nessman, community philanthropist, supporter 
of live music venues and one of the pioneers of 
what became Kansas City Black tourism.

During the last four decades, the Black 
nightclub life in Kansas City was an important 
rite of passage where one learned to perfect their 
Two-Steppin’ skills, how to dress, whether you 
preferred brown or white liquors, and where 
many met their future spouses and/or divorces.  
Indeed, you had a church home and a club 
home and nine times out of 10, those clubs in-
volved Benny Shelby and the Shelby’s “formula” 
of running a successful entertainment venue for 
our people.  

That formula was “give the people what they 
want,” which was a safe environment, good 
music, good food, prompt service and most 
of all CONSISTENCY in product.  He and his 
brother were MASTERS at the formula and 
there are those who can speak to all of it and 
how we are witnessing the beginning of the end 
of an era.  

The following is the recipe they enlisted and 
made them a famous success:

INGREDIENT #1:  BE COMMUNITY MINDED

Benny was called when young women from 
a local high school wanted new Pom-Pom 
uniforms and their school would not get them. I 
went to the business community and my first call 
was to Benny Shelby. He in turn called several 
other businessmen and the result was a $1,000 
donation to get six young women beautiful new 
outfits. 

“We were so grateful because we were the poor-
est of the cheer squads in the district and nobody 
seemed to care. We got our new uniforms, and 
everyone was so proud to go to games and things,” 
said LaTyna Jalieba, who in 1995 was a teenager 
on the Pom-Pom squad at Southwest High School 
and benefitted from Benny’s efforts.

One of the businesspeople Benny called was 
Kelvin Perry who was the head of the Black 
Chamber of Commerce. “He was that kind of 
guy. I remember when he and his brother started 
the travel to the Bayou Classic from Kansas City 

and trips for 
Black people 
to experi-
ence the 
Kentucky 
Derby,” said 
Perry. 

He also 
recalls 
Benny as 
one of the 
main play-
ers in the 
Southeast Bar and Restaurant Association, a 
group founded to better the interest of Black 
club and restaurant owners in the area. “He had 
a hand in so many things in the community, it 
is hard for me to say all by myself how much he 
has done,” Perry said.

Exposing your community to experiences 
that enhance their lives and your presence as a 
businessperson is being COMMUNITY MINDED.  
He was that.

INGREDIENT #2:  GIVE BACK OFTEN AND 

ALWAYS

I knew Benny as a “nightlife entrepreneur.”  
He and Calvin were “THE” guys who owned 
the Epicurean Lounge and Bodyworks.  But, of 
course, it didn’t end there. Being a club owner 
in Kansas City during the last 40 years wasn’t an 
easy feat but there were certain guarantees: those 
two aforementioned clubs would be open, would 
have YOUR drink and at the end of the night, the 
lights would come up and the DJ would say to 
the last few partiers who still weren’t quite ready 
to stop, “You ain’t got to go home but you got to 
get out of here!”   

The intricacies of being a successful club 
owner came down to consistency and, some-
times, changing to adapt to the times.  There are 
those of us who remember when the Epicurean 
was expanded to include a side door on Troost 
for those who didn’t want to party but wanted an 
order of the club’s savory chicken wings and 
fries from the kitchen. 

Jimmy and Alfred Hadley, two well-known 
local construction owners, remember Benny 
calling and hiring them to make the expan-
sion happen. “He asked us to take out the 
entire wall on the north side of the building 
so that people could be quieter and, most of 
all, not miss the revenue for the food. Some 
clubs were asking for a cover charge when 
you wanted to just eat but they found a way 
to make it right for everybody,” said Jimmy 
Hadley.

Using local Black professionals and busi-
nesses in the community is another impor-
tant ingredient to success. He knew that.

Benny Shelby: A Farewell From a Grateful Community
By Anita J. Dixon
Guest Contributor

1. Benny at Chiefs game.
2. Benny, Lee Bailey and Eddie 

White
3. Live music at the Epicurean
4. Young Benny attended Paseo 

High School, where he played football.  
5. Benny and wife Charlesetta
6. The Epicurean was the spot 

for African-Americans - residents 
and visitors - to party.  Its reputation 
spread throughout the region. 

7.  Benny Shelby playing checkers

See SHELBY page 23
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S
ix years ago, a group of 
friends decided they wanted 
to create a community event 

celebrating positivity in Kansas City. 
They felt there were not enough 
events uplifting the urban core, 
instead it seemed like the only time 
they would get together was for 
funerals.

“In the African-American cul-

ture, we tend to meet at funerals 
to see people that we haven't seen 
in years,” said Priscilla Harris. “We 
decided that’s not how we wanted 
to meet again.”

Harris and other organizers 
started the annual Old School 
Cookout to gather old high school 
friends and community members 
together without violence. 

The cookout this year took place 
Aug. 14 at the Swope Park Band-
stand where hundreds of people 

mingled over barbecue and games. 
The cookout had vendors, roller 
skating, a two-step contest and mu-
sic from the live band Total Package. 

The founders sell t-shirts and 
fundraise all year to provide free 
food and drinks for the event.

“Not only do we come together 
as a community, we support small 
businesses, give them vendor oppor-
tunities,” Harris said.  “It's all about 
community and getting together and 
it’s all about love.”

Old School Cookout Continues to Celebrate Unity
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice

1. Captain Vonzell & Dimitri Mil-
ligan. 2. Tammy Roland wanted 
to make certain we showed her 
entire outfit. 3.  Tara Johnson 
came out with her granddaugh-
ter Zarayah & great-nephew 
Arick. 4. Detra Thompson and 
Jerre Kelly. 5. Will & Sonya 
Davenport 6. Rudy & Cindi Wesley. 7. Willie Mosley & Anthony Long. 8. James 
& Priscilla Harris, two of the event organizers.



Photos by The Community Voice
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H
undreds of people gathered 
on 18th and Vine to 
celebrate 816 Day, 

this year on Aug. 15. While 
the event is usually held on 
Aug. 16, since it fell on a 
Monday this year, organizers 
held their event on Sunday 
to get the best crowd and 
participation.

In 2018, Kansas City 
council passed a resolution 
officially making Aug. 16 
“816 Day” in honor of the 
city’s area code. 

Event coordinator and 
promoter Bizzy Benton 
founded 816 Day four years 
ago after he saw big celebra-
tions being held in other cities 
to acknowledge the day that 
matches their area code. He 
wanted to do the same to 
celebrate all things Kansas 
City. Each year, the celebration 
has brought out huge crowds 
of people and hundreds of 
vendors. 

At this year’s 816 Day, there 
was live music, live poetry 
readings, two steppers and 
more than 100 food, art and 
product vendors like Café Jo’el, 
Beelicious Honey, Rare Nature 

Clothing and Pab’s Mobile Treats. 
Benton said the event was a success 

and he’s already working on plans for 
next year’s 816 Day. 

T
he Kansas City, Kansas, Police 
Department announced a new 
free municipal ID program but 

the plan didn’t meet the approval of a 
coalition of community organizations 
that have been pushing for a Wyan-
dotte County-issued ID for months.  

KCKPD sees the new ID as a way to 
help more Wyandotte County residents 
obtain housing, employment and 
services that are only accessible with 
a state-issued identification card. But 
the program is only for those who are 
eligible for state ID cards or had iden-
tification at some point, leaving out a 
huge portion of Wyandotte County’s 
undocumented individuals. 

The coalition of organizations 
with Safe and Welcoming Wyandotte, 
including MORE2, Advocates for Im-
migrant Rights and Reconciliation and 
KCK NAACP have rallied to pass their 
two-part ordinance that would direct 
the city to create its own municipal ID 
program – not the police department. 
The second part of the ordinance 
also prevents KCKPD from collaborat-
ing with Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE).

Their ordinance is intentional 
in protecting Wyandotte County’s 
undocumented people, but the KCKPD 
program is not designed for those who 
are undocumented.

“We don’t need empty gestures, 
designed to continue excluding the 
majority of those without identifica-

tion. We need safe and welcoming and 
we need it now,” said a statement from 
Safe and Welcoming. 

KCKPD-ISSUED ID HELPFUL FOR 

SOME

The KCKPD-launched free munici-
pal identification card will prove help-
ful for individuals who may not have a 
proper state-issued ID or the means to 
obtain the documents to apply for one. 

“We see individuals everyday who 
can’t do simple things many of us 
take for granted such as picking up 
a prescription, renting an apartment 
or even getting cash from a checking 
account – because they don’t have an 
ID to prove their identity,” said Captain 
Brittaney Pruitt in the KCKPD Commu-
nity Policing Unit. “Because of theft, 

fire or loss of possessions they also 
don’t have the documents necessary 
to prove their identity which makes 
the process of getting an ID nearly 
impossible.”

Issued in a number of cities across 
the country, a municipal ID is not 
a driver’s license and typically has 
fewer barriers than a state and federal 
identification would require. The new 
municipal ID will include the person’s 
legal name, photo, signature, date of 
birth, personal demographics, address 
or last known and if applicable, and a 
Kansas State ID card number. 

Applicants can start the process by 
booking an appointment with KCKPD 
Community Policing where they will 
provide personal information for the 
application and their photo is taken. Of-

ficers then use state-level databases to 
verify the individual’s identity and their 
ID will be issued upon verification. 

The Kansas Department of Revenue 
will accept the KCKPD ID as proof of 
identification, which will allow the 
person to get a temporary one-year 
state-issued ID card. Within that year, 
they will need to obtain a copy of their 
birth certificate and social security 
card, which will allow them to receive 
their official state-issued ID. 

“The best part is that we will be 
there with them every step of the way,” 
said Sergent Angela Joyce with the 
KCKPD Community Policing Unit. 

To schedule a KCKPD ID appoint-
ment, contact Community Policing at 
(913) 573-6262 or email at kckpdout-
reach@kckpd.org. 

KCKPD  New Municipal IDs Falls Short for Some

KC Celebrates 4th Annual 816 Day at 18th & Vine
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice

By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice

1.   Bizzy Benton, organizer of 816 Day. 2. Members of 
the KC Revolutionary Black Panther Party. 
3. Firemen (L-R): Nick Biersmith, Capt. T. Jones, 
Cole Ryun, Lugman Muhammed. 4.  Cafe Joel Owner 
Natasha Ellington, right

5. Skater Carissa Ford.
6. Artist Calisha Monique.
7. Angela Believes, owner of Godly and Gangsta 
Apparels.
8. Terrel Ray, founder of KC People’s Choice Awards.

9.  DJ Missy E.
10. Edmond Webster, Ajay Hutchingson, Christopher 
Hamilton of Rare Nature Clothing t-shirts.
11. BLAKK co-owners Tamela Ross and Christina 
Williams.

Photos by The Community Voice
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INGREDIENT #3: 

MIX WITH INTEGRITY

Ira Wilkes, a musician from Kansas 
City now living in Florida, remembers 
the afternoon live music matinees 
that were a part of Kansas City’s music 
scene for so long. Wilkes worked with 
many of those bands, most notably 
as the band director for Kansas City’s 
own Bloodstone.

“He and Calvin supported live mu-
sic for decades. Even when everyone 
else was going only to DJ’s, they stayed 
with live music for the weekends and 
some evenings. I remember there 
were no bad dealings with the musi-
cians he hired. He always kept his 
word and was a straight-up profes-
sional - something we are really miss-
ing with the new folks who own clubs 
these days,” said Wilkes.

Betty Brown, head of sales and 
marketing for Gates BBQ and long-time 
colleague of Benny, recalls how much 
his integrity fit into his business. “Being 
a businessman, Benny did his home-
work, he worked hard, and he reached 
out to people.  He knew his business 
and his customers.”

She reminisced about his role in 
the Southeast Bar and Restaurant 
Association, where he helped local 
Black nightclub and restaurant owners 
who so often were left out of the city’s  
tourism and business strategies.

“He used his connections with the 
liquor and beer companies to donate 
to the organization. He wasn’t selfish. 
Young people who wanted to do the 
club business would consult with him 
and he would talk to them about the 
importance of doing and being what 
you said you were versus making a lot 
of money as a goal. He would say, ‘It’s 
not about making a lot of money. It is 
about making a LIVING,’” she quoted. 

Indeed, through his businesses, 
Benny made a living not just for 
himself or his family, but for countless 
others he directly employed or who 
benefitted from his businesses utiliz-
ing their services or products.

He knew to treat others with respect 
and dignity no matter their profession 
because they are the KEY to your own 
success.

INGREDIENT #4: SERVE TALL AND 

STRONG TO AS MANY AS POSSIBLE

One last observance in this formula 
for success.  I have two examples in 
my professional life that made me 
see the importance of taking the high 
road to success. One of them was a 
personal meeting with Ewing Kauff-
man that taught me the importance 
of something as simple as always 
answering the phone. During our 
meeting, Kauffman recalled to me that 
he made his first million dollars by 
returning a call to a vendor that others 
had not.

I had called his office for an 
interview for a local newspaper and 
he himself returned my call. When I 
inquired why one of the richest men 
in the country (at the time) would do 
that, he told me his story and let me 
know the sheer importance of making 
direct contact with someone because 
as he said, “you never know who you 
are talking to.”

I had a similar experience with 
Benny Shelby. I was working on a 
project and I needed to know if I could 
rent the club.  I called him and he 
picked up the phone.  I heard a lot of 
noise in the background and asked 
him was he able to talk and where was 
he? He responded, “I am in Beijing 
but it’s okay. What’s up?” The man 
was at the OLYMPICS in CHINA and 
still answered my call!   

I think there is no excuse whatso-
ever for someone to be in business 
and not return phone calls. These two 
great entrepreneurs demonstrated for 

me that to be a success, you must be 
accessible even when you have MADE 
IT because, “you never know who you 
may be talking to.”   

We who are not family, don’t know 
their grief that comes with this loss, 
but the Black business community 
has taken a huge hit and we can only 
pray that Benny’s formula to success 
will live on in those who wish to be 
entertainment gurus like the Shelby 
dynasty was to many of us in Kansas 
City. 

- Anita J. Dixon is a local entrepre-
neur and longtime journalist in Kan-
sas City. She started one of the first 
Black tour companies in the United 
States and has recently authored the 
application that made Kansas City 
the ONLY UNESCO (United Nations 
Educational Scientific and Cultural 
Organization) Creative City of Music 
in America. www.sageworldview.com 
creativecitykc@gmail.com

SHELBY

from page 20

A
ndrew “A.L.” Johnson saw a 
need for a safe space for men. 
Some place where they can come 

together and talk about mental health, 
fatherhood, marriage, and find healing 
without judgement. 

As a man who grew up in a single 
parent household without his father, 
Johnson realized much later how 
much it affected his life.  

“I finally opened up and I started 
reaching out to some of my friends and 
learned that all of us really have the 
same problem. It’s a generational issue 
where we’re all growing up without our 
fathers,” Johnson said. “And I wanted 
to create a space where men can come 
together and talk through these things 
and help each other through it.”

He started the online community 
Elevating Men last December, with a 
panel of five men who go live on the 
Elevating Men Facebook page and talk 
about the different issues that men 
may face. The panel, which includes 
Johnson, Leron Barnes, Loren Jones, 
Michael Patton and Andrew Boykin, 
range from 30 to 60 years old and 
speak to a number of different experi-
ences.

“We've got a really good mix of 

ideas, which brings a lot of depth to the 
conversations,” Johnson said.

Johnson also brings in guest speak-
ers like Kenneth Cheadle, a life coach 
and author who shared strategies 
to overcome personal struggles and 
adversities.

Another guest speaker, Roy Scott, 
talked about his brand Healthy Hip 
Hop, which takes out negative mes-
sages in hip-hop and rap music while 
keeping the same beat and rhythms. 

Other topics the panel and guest 
speakers talk about are police brutality, 
digging deep into Black anger, the value 
of a man and the importance of unity. 

All discussions are 
posted on the Elevat-
ing Men Facebook 
Page: www.Facebook.
com/ElevatingMen. 

While many of the 
conversations Elevat-
ing Men have take 
place on Facebook 
Live, Johnson is working on making 
the group a nonprofit and hopes to 
continue impacting Kansas City’s com-
munity offline. 

Earlier this month at Harris Park, El-
evating Men hosted their first in-person 
community event, called The Bridge, 

which connected men and boys in the 
community through games, activities 
and fellowship.

“The boys absolutely loved it and 
through that good time, we were able 
to also impart some life skills and help 
them through some of their emo-
tions. It was a really great experience,” 

Johnson said.
The group also has a partnership 

with Big Brothers Big Sisters and 
Johnson encourages men in the online 
community to become mentors for the 
program. 

According to Big Brothers Big Sis-
ters, there are more than 200 children 
on the list waiting for mentors. 

“Just imagine a kid who may be 
fatherless and already has that feeling 
of unwantedness and you’re on that 
list for months because nobody in the 
community steps up,” Johnson said. 
“And then when they do find a men-
tor, a lot of them don't look like the 
children that they're needing to serve. 
Then there’s that barrier of trust and 
culture, so we’re trying to encourage 
more mentorship in the Black com-
munity.”

Johnson said Elevating Men will 
continue to grow in the upcoming 
year with the goal of making positive 
change in the community. He hopes 
that in the next five years, there will 
be chapters of Elevating Men in other 
major cities. 

To learn more about Elevating Men, 
visit their website: ElevatingMen.com. 

Jazzlyn Johnson is a Report for 
America corps member based at The 

Community Voice covering Kansas 
City’s African-American community.

Elevating Men: Helping Men Reach Their Full Potential
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice





Photos by The Community Voice
(Above) This five-man Elevating Men panel goes live on Face-
book discussing different issues that men might face.  (L-R)  
Panel participants:   Leron Barnes, Loren Jones, A.L. Johnson, 
Michael Patton and Andrew Boykin.  (Right)  The group  hosted 
their first in-prson community even fhis month.  
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E
ast 9th street was buzzing with 
food, music, and more for a lo-
cal celebration of Neighborhood 

Night Out. Wichita neighbors gathered 
at the Urban League's building Aug. 
10 for an evening of goodwill hosted 
by a coalition of diverse community 
leaders.

"We wanted our neighbors to know 
that the Urban League is still here and 
ready to serve the community," said 
Frankie Kirkendoll, director of pro-
gram services for the Urban League.

With assistance from Evergy, 
Harmony House, Common Ground, 
Dorothy's Lane, and Dillons, the 
Neighborhood Night Out provided resi-

dents with free food, fresh produce, 
and fun prizes. 

Free Covid-19 testing and vaccines 
were made available to residents by 
the Wichita Black Nurses Association 
and Sedgwick County Health. 

The Urban League's celebration 
was a week later than the city-wide 

celebration of National Night Out, 
which is held on the 1st Tuesday of 
each month, but had the same goal of 
community-building.  National Night 
Out promotes police-community part-
nerships and neighborhood camara-
derie with a goal of making neighbor-
hoods safer. 

During Wichita's Neighborhood 
Night Out, a series of community par-
ties and gatherings were held across 
the city with members of the Wichita 
Police and Fire Departments stopping 
in at many of them to meet members 
of the community one-on-one. 

Urban League, Community Organizations Host Neighborhood Night Out

PHOTOS: 1. Jermane Milton served 
as MC and also his group performed.  
2.  The community was able to pick 
up fresh vegetables from(L) Donna 
Pearson McClish who runs the Com-
mon Ground Producers and Growers 
mobile farmers market. 3. Frankie 
Kirkendoll; Angela Perez, executive 
director; and Leah Riddle-George.

By Malcolm Carter
The Community Voice

Photos by The Community Voice
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T
he M.E.F.S.E.C. was a popular 
sports hub for local, regional, 
and national sports stars 

featuring Korleone Young, Antoine 
Carr, Barry Sanders, and slam-dunk 
champion Spudd Webb. The “Rucker 
Park” of the Midwest was featured on 
countless national platforms, includ-
ing Sports Illustrated, as one of the top 
places to play high-quality basketball 
in America. Wichita native DJ Fisher 
credits the center for introducing him 
to the game of basketball, and now 
almost 50 years after the center’s 
opening, he is continuing to give back 
to the community that gave him 
so much. 

At 12, Fisher received his first 
job at M.E.F.S.E.C, now known 
as the Lynette Woodard Center, 
renamed after the Naismith Hall 
of Famer. During the city’s sum-
mer youth program, he worked 
for community icons Larry Den-
nis and Cliff Fanning, where he 
was introduced to basketball and 
played in the infamous “Hoop It 
Up” Summer Basketball League. 
Fisher is continuing the legacy 

of the pioneers that established this 
nationally historic building.

In 2012, DJ started “Just A Kid 
From Wichita,” a grassroots basketball 
program to inspire, encourage and 
motivate the youth of Wichita.  The 
3-day camp, held Aug. 5-7 at the 
South YMCA Farha Sports Center, drew 
120+ boys and girls aged 5-14 from 
all across south-central Kansas and 
provided them an opportunity to learn 
from some of the best players to come 
out of Wichita.

"My biggest reason for starting the 
camp was to be a positive distrac-
tion for the youth. Growing up in 
Wichita, I lost so many friends to 
gang violence, suicide, substance 

abuse. What if the men and women 
that are super powerful in the 
sports world from Wichita came 
back? I guarantee you I would not 

M.E.F.S.E.C. Legacy Continues through Fisher’s “Just A Kid From Wichita” Basketball Camp
By Malcolm Carter
The Community Voice

1. Youth enjoy the activities of 
the basketball camp and the 
M.E.F.S.E.C. 2. DJ Fisher 3. Mentor 
shows a girl how to spin  the ball 
on her finger a feat  that the Harlem 
Globetrotters are famous for. 4.The 
mentors take a group through 
basketball drill. 

See M.E.F.S.E.C . page 30
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2
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Photos by The Community Voice
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T
he pandemic amplified the challenges 
many people face with payday lenders, 
particularly those in low-income and Black 

neighborhoods, leading Kansas residents to come 
together to change the state's payday lending 
laws.

Wichita Black Alliance, Saint Mark United 
Methodist Church, Kansas Interfaith Action, and 
Topeka JUMP hosted a payday loan town hall 
on Aug. 16 at Wichita's Atwater Neighborhood 
Resource Center. The event was designed to 
educate Kansans about payday loans and provide 
a safe space for individuals affected to share their 
stories.

Victoria Boyd, a Wichita resident, shared how 
her $500 payday loan nearly tripled in size after 
missing a payment and interest was added, 
which eventually led to 25% of her checks being 
garnished. Boyd said the loan company never 
sent her notice of wage garnishment and she has 
started taking legal action against them.

KS Sen. Oletha Faust-Goudeau and Vice Mayor 
Brandon Johnson came to the town hall offering 
their support and promising to continue fighting 
for payday loan reform. Faust-Goudeau was a 
sponsor of a 2020 payday loan bill introduced 
into the Kansas Legislature. 

"The payday loan system traps people in a 
vicious cycle; after you take one loan out, you are 
forced to open another to pay off the initial loan," 
said Faust-Goudeau.

A payday loan is a short-term unsecured loan, 
characterized by high interest rates. Families 
who use payday loans are disproportionately 
minority, and these individuals are least able to 
secure more traditional forms of credit. Since 

payday lending operations charge higher interest 
rates than traditional banks, they have the effect 
of depleting the assets of low-income and Black 
communities.

One in 10 Kansas adults has taken out a 
payday loan. Kansas people who find themselves 
in a financial bind and have a poor or no credit 
history are sometimes forced to turn to payday 
lending companies, where they might pay up to 

391% interest. A $300 loan often becomes a $750 
obligation in just five months. 

Organizers want the Kansas Legislature to cap 
interest rates, require payment plans, and restrict 
wage garnishments on payday loans.

Kansans for Payday Loan Reform organizer 
Shanaé Calhoun said the movement has been 
vocal about its position with payday loan reform. 
Seventeen states have reformed their payday loan 
laws to make them less onerous on their citizens, 
and Calhoun hopes the Kansas Legislature can 
model their proposed bill after other state’s 
legislation. 

"We're interacting with lawmakers and hav-
ing a conversation about this issue," she said. 
"We've been building support across the state 
with organizations and faith communities since 
August 2019."Calhoun believes that additional 
community engagement is needed, even though 
the grassroots collaborative comprises roughly 24 
groups.

Faust-Goudeau and the other community lead-
ers also urged Kansans to utilize every mode of 
communication to share their dissatisfaction to 
Kansas lawmakers. 

For more information visit KSPaydayReform.
wixsite.com/website.

Malcolm Carter is a Report for America corps 
member based at The Community Voice cover-

ing Wichita’s African-American community.

Community Members Stand Against Predatory Payday Loan Companies 
By Malcolm Carter
The Community Voice 

From Left: KS Sen. Mary Ware; KS Sen. Oletha Faust-Goudeau; Victoria Boyd, a victim of payday 
loan companies; Ti’Juana Hardwell; Shanae Calhoun of Topeka Jump, who helped to spearhead 
the statewide payday loan coalition; Wichita Vice Mayor Brandon Johnson; and Pastor Robert 
Johnson of St. Mark United Methodist Church.



S
unday’s “Jim Crow Strikes Out” 
softball game was a fantastic 
display of community unity in 

recognition of the historical 1925 
exhibition between the KKK and all-
Black Wichita Monrovians. The col-
laboration between Wichita’s Urban 
Professionals and the Public Library 
brought a diverse group of Wichitans 
together for an evening of food, fun, 

and fellowship at McAdams Park. 
Instead of Black versus White, 

this exhibition game pitted the Red 
Team, led by Wichita Mayor Brandon 
Whipple, against the Blue Team, 
led by Wichita Vice Mayor Brandon 
Johnson.  Both teams were loaded 
with Wichita community members, 
including Wichita Police Chief Gordon 
Ramsay.  The Blue Team would take 
home the 6-3 victory in a game with a 
ton of defensive highlights. 

Some of the players on the winning 

Blue Team included Antonio Rankin  
III, Chris Key, Lorne Williams and 
Daley Gunter.  The Blue Team was 
coached by Taishma Council.

Some of the players on the Red 
Team included Chief Ramsay, 
Christyn Gunter, Tracey Mason, and, 
going against her husband, Danielle 
Johnson. The Red Team was coached 
by Ti’Juana Hardwell.  

Vella’s Exotic Egg Rolls truck, 
specializing in zany and inventive 

Community Ball Game Recalls 1925 KKK Versus Wichita Monrovian Baseball Game

PHOTOS: 1. Back row – Samuel 
Thompson, Antonio Rankin, Lorne 
Williams, Chris Key, Tracey Mason, 
Paul Abromeit, Alejo  Cabral, Chief 
Gordon Ramsay,  
Second row – Phylicia Thompson, 
Sara Dixon, Kyle Ellison, Danielle 
Johnson, Corrinda Calhoun, Suzy 
Finn, Amy Williams, Christyn Gunter, 
Mayor Brandon Whipple, Tatumn Gra-
ham, Emmett Thompson, Truitt Milton, 
Daley Gunter
Kneeling - Brianna Williams, Jalon 
Britton, Corinthian Kelly, Taishma Ow-
ens-Council, Ti’Juana Hardwell, Sonja 
Tuel, Vice Mayor Brandon Johnson. 2. 
DJ Bearfoot & DJ Win. 3. Game-win-
ning Red Team pitcher Daley Gunter. 
4. Face painting for the kids.

1 4
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See BASEBALL page 30

By Malcolm Carter
The Community Voice 



E
very time a cop shoots and kills a Black 
person, the community’s mistrust of police 
in general diminishes further and further.  

But Officer D. L. Watson wanted to help members 
of the Black community better understand the 
decision-making challenges officers often un-
dergo in some of these deadly-force altercations.  

Watson, co-director of the Juvenile Interven-
tion Unit of the Wichita Police Department (WPD) 
invited the Wichita NAACP and me to take part in 
the simulation training officers go through.  The 
high-tech devise simulates real field situations 
with the simulation able to interact based on the 
officers – in this case my – conversation and 
commands.  

"I realized in the meetings that I was going to 
with the NAACP that they didn't understand the 
decision-making process behind these deadly 
force situations, and I don't blame them for 
not understanding. So, it's my job to help them 
understand as much as possible," said Officer 
Watson, who is also a board member of the 
Wichita Branch NAACP. 

I participated in two field simulations.  During 
my first simulation, I stepped into the shoes of 
a police officer responding to a call from a bar-
tender who needed a man removed from the bar 
for harassing people. When I arrived, the suspect 
became agitated by my presence and reached for 
a gun on his waist, and almost a second later, my 
weapon was drawn and pointed at the suspect, 
pleading for him to drop the gun. 

The man, clearly heavily intoxicated, began 
to brandish his weapon before turning to aim at 
me.  My immediate reaction was to shoot, which 
resulted in me firing three rounds, two of them 
lethal. The entire simulation lasted just 15 sec-
onds, which indicates many of these altercations 
don’t allow for a lot of “think” time.  

In my second simulation, I responded to a 
suspicious parked car in a public parking lot. My 
partner approached the vehicle while I stayed by 
the squad car. Following her command, he got 
out of the car and walked a few feet back towards 
the control vehicle. The suspect was mentally 
unstable and pulled a knife out, claiming that 

his life was meaningless. I attempted to reason 
with him and explained he was important, but 
unfortunately, he began to charge at me, which 
prompted me to fire multiple rounds at the 
suspect.  

Shawn Tyndell, another participant, took a dif-
ferent approach in his simulation. He responded 
to a call regarding a man sitting on a park bench 
with a knife in his hand. Unlike me, Tyndell 
waited until the suspect approached him to draw 
his weapon, and unfortunately Tyndell's gun was 
stuck in the holster and had it not been a simula-
tion, it would have cost him his life. 

"The training scenarios made the potential 
challenges police officers face day to day very ap-
parent. It challenged me to thrust myself into real 
situations and bring to the forefront the lightning 
quick decision-making police officers must have," 
said Tyndell, Senior Category Manager at Flint 
Hills Resources.

In my opinion, The most valuable part of the 
simulation was the debrief from Officer Bill Cook, 
the assistant range master. He walked us through 
the decision-making process from an officer's 
perspective, which highlighted the benefits of the 
simulator as a training tool and helped me better 
understand what an officer would have done in 
each particular situation. 

The training tested the timing of my decision-
making in high-stress cases. Although it was a 
simulation, the incidents are based on actual 
life decisions officers have to make between 
de-escalation, use of force, or deadly force. Even 
though the stimulator was a controlled environ-
ment, I still had to deal with my nerves, which 
would have ultimately affected my performance if 
I had been in a real-life encounter. 

Both of my simulations ended with me using 
deadly force due to uncooperative suspects who 
both attempted to harm me. At that moment, my 
only concern was my survival, not the number 
of shots I took or where I aimed. In reality, what 
some citizens see as an abuse of power or even 
intentional murder, is sometimes the result of 
physiology, especially reaction time.

"When you have that adrenaline dump, your 
nervous system is activated, and your fine motor 
skills diminish, and things aren't what people 
normally perceive that they are because things 

happen so fast 
and we have to 
process within 
one to three 
seconds," said 
Officer Watson.

In an effort 
to aid officers in their decision-making process, 
the WPD wants to instill a wellness program 
where officers use different breathing techniques 
to reset their nervous system, which processes 
stress. It can help build resilience and enhance 
the officer's performance in, especially in situa-
tion like these.

Officer Watson believes having groups and 
organizations, particularly ones from Black and 
Brown communities, participate in the simula-
tion training will increase the communities 
understanding of how police react.  If your orga-
nization wants to schedule simulation training, 
contact Officer Watson at dwatson@wichita.gov 
or (316)-803-2300. 

and utility assistance. That’s on top of 
their $20 million affordable housing 
plan. 

“Don't be living in a bubble and 
think that we're not going to have ‘Tent 
City’ here in Wyandotte County because 

we are and it's going to get much worse 
if we don't address a lot of this up front 
and help prevent it,” Philbrook said to 
the chief financial officer and county 
administrator. She asked them to 
reconsider the amount of money they 
put into homeless populations and 
those living in extreme poverty. 

She said the money reflected in the 

immediate needs report for housing is 
a drop in the bucket of what the county 
needs for the next two months to keep 
people housed. 

Philbrook and District 1 
Commissioner Gayle Townsend 
were also disappointed that more 
community input wasn’t gathered on 
how to spend the ARPA funds.  

Townsend suggested a public 
meeting for the community to 
voice their preferences for how the 
immediate needs money should be 
spent. 

Philbrook agreed and said the 
people in the community she has 
talked to say they feel left out of the 
conversation. 

“We need community trust in this. 
We say we're doing stuff, but we’re not 
accomplishing getting the public input. 
That itself is creating a major problem 
within our community,” Philbrook 
said. 

The board of commissioners will 
have another hearing on the plan Aug. 
26.  
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Shoot or Don't Shoot: My Experience as a Police Officer
By Malcolm Carter
The Community Voice 

Want to see the simulation video?  
See how you might react and Judge Malcolm’s decision 
skills under pressure.  Go online to communityvoiceks.com, 
click on news, then Wichita news.  

HOUSING

from page 4

PHOTOS (Top)Community 
Voice reporter Malcolm Carter  
gets instructions  on use of 
his simulator gun from Officer 
Bill Cook, the assistant range 
master, before beginning his 
field training simulation with 
the Wichita Police Department.  
Did he shoot to kill? To find out, 
read his personal story, “Shoot 
or Don’t Shoot.” out in his 
personal story,  (Right) Malcolm 
(far right) with members of the 
NAACP and supporters who 
were on had to observe the 
simulation. 
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 27Arts & Culture

T
his year’s Kansas City People’s Choice 

Awards brought about 1,000 people to 

the Scottish Rite Temple who dressed 

their very best to celebrate success in Kan-

sas City’s urban core. 

The awards ceremony honors and 

recognizes businesses, creatives, entrepre-

neurs and organizations from 66 different 

categories including Best Spoken Word Artist, 

Best Massage Therapist, Best Promoter, Best 

Pedicure, Best Educator, Best Food Truck 

and Best Barber. After tallying the more than 

40,000 votes, there were more than 300 total 

finalists.  
Performers like Church Boii, Eric Tyler, 

Nick B, and City Worship all were featured 

between winner announcements. 

The celebrations of the KCPCAs lasted all 

weekend, kicking off with a networking event 

Aug. 6, then a day party at Soiree Steak and 

Oyster House Aug. 7.  

Here’s the list of this year’s KCPCA 

winners: 

• Best Spoken Word – Tiara Nicole 
• Best Hair Braider – Koko Ross
• Best Chef – Chef Ant 
• Best Car Detail – Ken’s Elite Detail
• Best Promoter – MarksMyBarber
• Best Comedian – Cortez The Comedian
• Best Dance/Drill Team – Marching Cobras
• The Bloodline Studios Male Entrepreneur of 
The Year – David Jordan
• KC Boss Babes Female Entrepreneur of 

The Year Award – Angela Herron
• Best Female Model – Toni Talley
• Best Male Model – Steven Green
• Best Videographer – Shawn Riddle
• Best Clothing Apparel – 30 Round Clothing
• Best Flyer Graphic Design – Dj Vince
• Best Photographer – Michael Green • 
Photography

• The CeeCee Cards Yards Best Youth 
Entrepreneur – Lyric Dollhouse
• Best Female Vocalist – Love, Mae C
• Best Male Vocalist – Carlton Rashad

• Best Female Rap Artist – Rosae Michelle
• Best Male Rap Artist – 2Gunn Kevi
• The PowerHouse Fitness Best Male Fitness 
Trainer Award– Arian Smith
• Best Female Fitness Trainer – Fit Ree
• Best Author – Natasha El Scari
• Best Visual Artist – Kenya Hollins
• Best Podcast – Kimology
• Best Food Truck – KC Soul Sistas Food 
Truck

• Best Host – Ms. Kiki Armani

Third Annual KC People’s Choice Awards Recap
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice

See RECAP page 31

PHOTOS: 1. City Worship Performers. 2. Nick Bindope. 3. Mya Joda. 4. Samuel Lockridge. 5. Gate-
way Highsteppers Drummers. 6. Gateway Highsteppers Dancers.  7. Church Boii. 8. 2Gunn Kevi. 9. 
Best Clothing Company: 30 Round. 10. Kim Newsome. 11. Soli4Q. 12. Z Baby. 13. DJ 9Eleven. 14. 
Terell Ray, organizer of the KCPCA. 15. David Jordan. 16. Cortez the Comedian. 17. Jass Couch.
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B
lack Restaurant Week is 
searching to find the best Black 
bartender in the nation through 

their second annual virtual national 
cocktail competition called Power of 
the Palate. 

Bartenders represent cities from 
each of the four regions: East, West, 
South and Central and compete creat-
ing a cocktail that embodies their city 
using Maker’s Mark bourbon, sponsor 
of the competition. 

The bartenders can advance in two 
ways:  by their score from a panel of 
judges and by fan votes.  The competi-
tion’s top prize is $5,000.  

This year’s bartender representing 
Kansas City is Tamara McConnell.  She 
has been bartending for more than 10 
years and owns her own catered bever-
age service, Breathe Beverages. 

Bartending first piqued her interest 
after she saw how many close friend-
ships and relationships her mother 
built as a bartender and how creative 
she could be experimenting and 

concocting new drink recipes.
“Watching her as a young girl, she'd 

be at home creating drinks and it was 
like science. She'd have juices, spirits, 
wines, all these things laid out on the 
table and from that would come a 
beverage, and I'm looking like this is 
amazing,” McConnell said. 

Currently, McConnell bartends 
full-time at the Loews Kansas City 

Hotel downtown and works with Soiree 
Steakhouse and Oyster Bar building 
beverage and cocktail menus. She also 
provides beverage services for events 
and hosts cocktail classes through her 
business Breathe Beverages.  
SMOKEY JAZZ

The cocktail McConnell invented for 
the competition she calls the Smokey 
Jazz, which embodies what Kansas City 

is most known for: Jazz and barbecue. 
The cocktail is inspired by a grilled 

pineapple steak prepared with a good 
rub and whiskey glaze. The ingredi-
ents include Maker’s Mark bourbon, 
smoked pineapple syrup and lemon 
juice all served over ice. McConnell 
garnishes the drink with barbecue 
spices and a dehydrated lemon, add-
ing another pop of color. 

McConnell makes her own pine-
apple syrup from scratch, but you can 
find the syrup at a local liquor store.

“For me, the Smokey Jazz feels like 
outside on a summer day. It’s just like 
an adult snow cone,” she said. 

Find the recipe for the Smokey Jazz 
here: https://blackrestaurantweeks.
com/smokey-jazz/. 

On Aug. 23, McConnell and the 
other competitors in the Central 
Region will make their signature 
cocktails live via Zoom and it will also 
be streamed on the Power of the Pal-
ate Cocktail Lounge Facebook group 
here: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/334468647711667. 

Judges then score each of the 
competitors based on the name and 
inspiration of the cocktail, creativity, 
palate, drink presentation, style and 
personality. 

Competitors also have the chance to 
advance based on votes from fans. Out 
of each region, judges choose one bar-
tender to advance and the bartender 
with the most votes advances as well. 

“It’s so important for not only Black 
bartenders to have a spotlight but all 
bartenders to have a stage where they 
can share their craft and their work,” 
McConnell said. 

To vote for your favorite bartender, 
go to the Black Restaurant Week 
website: https://blackrestaurantweeks.
com/cocktail-competition/

The winner will be announced in 
November. 

Kansas City Bartender Competes in National Cocktail Competition
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice 



I
n honor of Marcus M. Garvey, 
Kansas City’s Black Hat Society is 
holding its 24th annual Marcus 

Garvey Day motorcade and celebration 
on Sat.,  Aug. 28. 

Garvey was born in Jamaica on Aug. 
17, 1887. He was a Black national-
ist who founded the Universal Negro 
Improvement Association and African 
Communities League 
(UNIA-ACL), which 
was dedicated to ra-
cial pride, economic 
self-sufficiency and 
the formation of an 
independent Black 
nation in Africa. 
Though Garvey had 
founded the UNIA 
in Jamaica in 1914, 
its main influence 
was felt in Harlem in 
1916. 

Garvey and the 

UNIA founded the Black Liberation 
Flag, consisting of three horizontal 
bands of red, black and green. 

He also inspired Garveyism, a 
pan-Africanism philosophy, which 
advocates for unifying those of African 
descent worldwide. He traveled the 
country speaking at various events 
about how African Americans needed 
to be proud of their race and return 
to Africa. 

Garvey founded the Negro World 
newspaper, 
which was 
published weekly 
in Harlem, New 
York and reached 
a circulation of 
200,000. Various 
writers contrib-
uted to the pub-
lication, which 
focused on Black 
culture, poetry, 
book reviews 
and commentary 
on theater and 

music.  
But Garvey’s projects collapsed 

after his arrest on charges of mail 
fraud in 1922. Garvey died in 1940, 
but cities all over the country continue 
to honor Garvey’s fight for the unifica-
tion of African Americans.

Jamaica has an official Marcus 
Garvey Day that is celebrated with a 
wreath-laying ceremony, concerts and 
community activities.

The Black Hat Society Marcus 
Garvey Day event will start with vehicle 
decorating at 10 a.m. at 3302 Prospect 
Ave. Then, the motorcade will start at 
noon and head to the Leon M. Jordan 
Park at 31st and Benton Boulevard. 

There will be a balloon release and 
guest speakers including Zaki Ba-
ruti of the St. Louis Universal African 
Peoples Organization and activist Ron 
McMillan. Founder of the event, GG 
Owens will also present community 
awards. 

The event will have food, drinks, 
vendors and is free and open to the 
public. 

Black Hat Society to Hold 24th Annual Marcus Garvey Day
By Jazzlyn Johnson
The Community Voice 



Garvey
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Education

T
he Biden administration an-
nounced Friday afternoon it is 
extending the pause on federal 

student loan repayments until January 
of next year, as the delta variant of the 
coronavirus surges across the country. 

 “As our nation’s economy con-
tinues to recover from a deep hole, 
this final extension will give students 
and borrowers the time they need to 
plan for restart and ensure a smooth 
pathway back to repayment,” U.S. Sec-
retary of Education Miguel Cardona 
said in a statement.

The administration previously had 
a freeze on student loan repayment 
until Sept. 30, but announced it will 
make one last extension until Jan. 31, 
2022.

Democrats welcomed the pause, 

but criticized the administration for 
not providing more relief for student 
loan borrowers by canceling student 
debt. 

“While this temporary relief is wel-

The focus of the Award Winning 

Classroom is to bring out the 

best in students in the classroom 

in an effort to close the gap and 

dismantle the school to prison 

pipeline.  

Contact us at 

https://awardwinningclassrooms.

vistaprintdigital.com/

I am an award 

wInnIng 

student

Biden Extends Freeze on Student Loan 
Payments to Jan. 31
By Ariana Figueroa
The Kansas Reflector

See LOAN page 31
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Tabernacle Bible 
Church

The Church Without Walls

1817 N. Volutsia
(316) 681-1155

Please make note of the 
following guidelines:

• Entrance will be 
through the West 
parking lot on Estelle.
• Please plan to arrive 
no earlier than 10:00 a.m.
• You may remain in 
your car or bring a 
lawn chair.
• Please bring a water 
bottle to stay 
hydrated!
• Restroom access will 
be posted. (Masks are 
required inside)

IN CASE OF SEVERE 

WEATHER, SERVICES 

WILL BE CANCELLED

Min. Annie Montgomery, First LadyLincoln Montgomery, Pastor

Fe neighborhood and the Paige family. 
Pitch Perfect KC will also create a nonprofit 
corporation to oversee the project long term. 

While the plan for the transformation is not 
set in stone yet, initial restoration concepts for 
the $3 million project include a coffee shop, 
gift shop, exhibits where guests can learn 
about Paige, meeting rooms available to be 
rented out for events, and office space for the 
Santa Fe Area Council and the Satchel Paige 
Foundation. 

“We’re in the first inning right now and we 
have a long way to go,” said Vincent Gauthier, 
the managing developer for Pitch Perfect KC. 
“We’ve been working with the neighborhood 
and we’ve been hearing stories that the family 
has shared with us. This is a process where 
we’re going to continue to get insights from 
folks who knew Satchel Paige.”

Gauthier said the family is playing an 
integral role in planning efforts.  His plan 
includes recording interviews of Paige’s 
children and grandchildren sharing memories 
they have of life in the home to put on 
exhibition.

“Those kinds of things are what we believe 
will bring life to this particular home and 
then hopefully catalyze into the broader 
neighborhood and community,” Gauthier said.

Pam O’Neil, Paige’s daughter, grew up in the 
Paige home and said she and her family will be 
over the moon when the project is complete. 

“What is important is our neighborhood 
coming together and fostering goodwill,” 
O’Neil said. “It is so important to preserve 
the history of our ancestors and the Paige 
family is, once again, surely grateful for those 
involved with the preservation of our home.”

Pitch Perfect KC and the Santa Fe Area 
Council say to stay tuned for updates on the 
project. 

SATCHEL

from page 19



have lost so many people,” said Fisher.
Developed in the early 1970s, the 

M.E.F.S.E.C. Center created a long-for-
gotten unique destination for basketball. 
The basketball tradition in Wichita is rich 
with NBA legends, college all-Americans, 
and a legacy of championships. Although 
basketball was the core of its existence, 
M.E.F.S.E.C. was more than a basketball 
court; it became a safe haven for many, 
offering tutoring services, skate parties, 
and more.

 “If it wasn’t for Cliff Fanning and Larry 
Dennis opening those doors and showing me 
the game of basketball. Suppose it wasn’t for 
that job if it wasn’t for that recreation center 
and the opportunities that they provided, I 
wouldn’t be DJ,” said Fisher.  

At the camp, participants learned ball-han-
dling, shooting form, rebounding, footwork, 
and finishing skills from some of the best 
the game has to offer.  Fisher made good 
on his promise to involve 
pro-athletes in the camp as 
role-models.  

Here are some of the pro 
athletes that stopped by the 
camp:

Lawrence Wright - Harlem 
Globetrotter, Bradley MBB 
Alum

Jawanza Poland - Kansas 
Jayhawk East All-Conference 
Freshman of the Year, USF 
MBB Player 

Hannah Mortimer - 17th 

woman to play for Harlem Globetrotters, 
Wichita State WBB Alum

Jaylyn Agnew - WNBA player for the Atlanta 
Dream

Tiffany Bias - WNBA Champion, player for 
the New York Liberty

DJ took his knowledge as an employee and 
his love for the game and started Defining 
Sports + Sports Marketing Agency in 2005. Dj 
has represented the likes of hometown heroes 
Antoine Carr and 5-Time NBA Champion Ron 
Harper; and AJ Andrew’s, the first winner of 
the Gold Glove Award presented since 2016 to 
the most outstanding fielder in professional 
softball. Fishers also helped Hall of Famer 
Sheryl Swoopes secure a movie deal and 
assisted her in restoring the Air Swoopes II’s 
for retro sale, the first for a female athlete’s 
shoe line.  

 After overcoming adversity of being 
doubted, bullied, and overlooked by fam-
ily and outsiders - DJ has made a name for 
himself in the sports industry by locking in 
over 50 Million Dollars in endorsement deals 
and partnerships for his clients in the last 16 
years.

M.E.F.S.E.C.

from page 24

Youth work out by doing sprints.



egg roll creations, set up outside McAdams 
baseball field.  DJ Win announced the game with 
music from DJ Bearfoot, which helped liven up 
the event and provided a soundtrack to the game.

"It was a good way to learn about the 
significance of the Monrovian game to Wichita 
and to get to know people on a personal level, 
where I don't think any titles or anything 
mattered. At that point, it just felt a lot more like 
we're just playing baseball, talking smack, and 
having fun," said Whipple. 

On June 21, 1925, twenty years before Jackie 
Robinson broke the MLB color barrier, the 
Wichita Monrovians played an exhibition game 
against Wichita Klan No. 6 at Island Park on 
Ackerman Island, which at the time was located in 
the middle of the Arkansas River near downtown 
Wichita. According to reports, the Klan was 
searching for some favorable publicity in a state 
becoming increasingly anti-Klan. The Monrovians 
went on to win the exhibition game, 10-8.

The Monrovians' success helped them gain 

popularity within Wichita's Black population. 
But it wasn't simply their talent that drew 
spectators to their games. The Monrovians were 
also a source of financial assistance for African 
Americans, frequently donating proceeds from 
their games to charitable organizations such as 
the Phyllis Wheatley Children's Home.

At the game, The Kansas African American 
Museum displayed their traveling exhibit "Time 
at Bat: Negro League Baseball in Wichita," which 
chronicles the Negro baseball player experience 
in Wichita from the late 1800s to the 1950s. The 
free-standing exhibit features images, biographical 
essays, rare artifacts, and other fascinating details 
to display a realistic picture of the direct impact 
that Wichita's Negro Leagues players had on Major 
League Baseball and the people in Wichita today. 

"The game allowed people who are not 
normally interacting with the chief of police, and 
the City of Wichita mayor and even Councilman 
Johnson, and we were grateful to have the 
community there. I hope that when we have future 
opportunities, even more of the community gets 
to come out and experience such a historical 
moment," said Red Team Coach Hardwell. 

BASEBALL

from page 25

From Left: Jalon Britton, Antonio Rankin III, Mayor Brandon Whipple, Samuel Thompson, Lorne 
Williams, Chris Key, Danielle Johnson, Corinthian Kelly and (front) Vice Mayor Brandon Johnson.
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Bovell, Marilyn P., 75, died 08/03/21.  
Service was held 08/10/21.  She is 
survived by: Husband; Charles Bovell, 
Children; Christa Clemons, Natalie 
Bloodworth, Brendan Sean Mason & 
Charles Frisco, Sisters; Jan P. McClain & 
Beverly Mason

Boykins Sr., Early J., 87, died 
08/11/21.  Service was held 08/18/21. 
He is survived by Children; Sheritha 
G. Mullen, Aritha D. Smith, Shirley 
Sanders-Brown, Early Boykins Jr., Spe-
cial Son; Kirk Emerson, Sister; Susie 
Clark, Special Friend; Trudy Johnson

Bryant Sr., Arthur J., 84, died 
08/12/21. No service details.  He is 
survived by: Wife; Camille A. Bryant, 
Children; Ricky Bryant, Arthur Bryant, 
II and D'Adran Terence Bryant.

Ford, Gloria M., 68, died 08/12/21. 
Service was held 08/21/21.  She is 
survived by: Husband; Sam Ford, Chil-
dren; Murry Ford & Gina Ford, Mother; 
Norma Murry, Brother; Ray Murry, 
Sister; Rosalind Murry.

Irving, Ruby M., 62, died 08/11/21.  
Service was held 08/20/21.  She is 
survived by: Husband; Clinnard H. Ir-
ving, Daughters; Angela Carroll, Kandi 
Irving, Karen Mitchell, Step-Daughters; 
Anita Jackson, Tina Reif & Clinetta 
Bobo-Hankins, Step Son; Clarence 
Moore, Brothers; Edward Mitchell, Ray 
Mitchell Sr., Roger Mitchell, Sr., Ricky 
Martin, Roman Martin, Belvin Martin, 
Sisters Christine Adams, Caroline 
Martin & Carla Martin

Lane, Patrick O., 55, died 08/09/21.  
Service was held 08/16/21.  He is 
survived by: Wife; Christy L. Collins-
Lane, Children; Elizabeth Lane & Keith 
Wooden, Sisters; Jacqueline Parke, 
Yvette Fex and Barbara Williams

Marara, Meemi C., 41, died 
08/07/21. No service details.  She 
is survived by: Children; Tayleon 
Williams, Jeneya Dilunga, Jaz'Mariah 
Marara & Victoria Njugna Young, Sib-
lings; Ileisha Young, Avantezz Williams 
and Zaelyn Williams, Grandmother; 
Effie Bryant.

Reed, John A., 73, died 08/03/21.  
Service was held 08/12/21.  He is sur-
vived by: Wife; Merri Reed, Children; 

Chauncy Cannon, Sherry Shaw, Teffany 
Roberts, Tamara Diaz, Pamela Reed, 
God Son; John Evans, Brothers & 
Sisters; Daisy Patterson, Estiza Dennis, 
Edward Reed Jr., Shirley Brown, Riley 
Williams, Brenda Gail Morgan, Odell 
Harris Sr.

Regular, Gerald L., 53, died 
08/04/21.  Service was held 08/20/21.  
He is survived by: Wife; Tammy Regu-
lar, Mother; Kattie Jefferson Regular, 
Children; Vatasha L. Regular, Candace 
B. Regular, Tiana Regular, LaThario 
Regular, LaQuincey Regular, Isaac 
Eugene Wells, Brothers; Curtis Pates & 
Kevin Regular, Sisters; Octavia Stevens, 
Cynthia Sims & Valerie Oliver.

Smith, Patricia, 64, died 08/14/21. 
No further details.

Warren Jr., Leroy H., 85, died 
08/11/21. Service was held 08/21/21.  
He is survived by: Children; Donnis 
McPhaul, Rochelle Knox, Sisters; Pa-
tricia Warren, Irene Houston, Gertude 
Tucker, Mildred Edison, Vera Landis.

Adams Jr., Van, 68, died 08/05/21 
Service was held 08/13/21.

Brown, Michelle, 46, died 08/07/21. 
No service details.

Carter, John H., 71, died 08/07/21. 
No service details.

Harper, LaQuisha S., 42, died 
08/03/21 Service was held 08/13/21.

Raleigh, Winona L, 79, died 
08/05/21.  Service was held 08/14/21.

Bates, Sue, 69, died 08/04/21. Service 
was held 08/21/21.

Glass, Alice, 75, died 08/07/21.  
Service was held 08/20/21.

Lane, Kimberly, 58, died 08/07/21.  
No service details.

Reed, David A., 71, died 08/07/21.  
Service was held 08/13/21.

Robinson, Brenda, J. 69, died 

08/14/21.  Service was held 08/21/21.

Wilson Jr. Robert, 59, died 08/15/21.  
No service details.

Buckley, Donna, 65, died 07/25/21. 
Service was held 08/07/21.

Bradley III, Robert L., 23, died 
07/28/21. Service was held 08/14/21.

Collier, Thomas W., 55, died 
07/26/21.  Service was held 08/04/21.

Horton, Jordan C., 24, died 
07/29/21. Service was held 08/21/21.

Jones, Willa M. (Carroll), 70, died 
08/08/21.  Service was held 08/16/21.

Tisdale Jr., Sherman W., 30, died 
07/30/21. Service was held 08/14/21.

Brewster Jr., Fred, 18, died 
08/08/21.  Service was held 08/21/21.

Burton, Alfred, 82, died 08/12/21.  
Service was held 08/21/21.

Franklin. Edwenia, 82, died 
08/09/21.  Service was held 08/21/21.

Jackson, Rudolph, 91, died 
07/26/21.  Service was held 08/18/21.

Pendleton, Rachael, 67, died 
08/04/21.  Service was held 08/20/21.

Shelby, Benny, 77, died 08/10/21.  
Service was held 08/20/21.

Williams, Adrian T., 52, died 
08/06/21.  Service was held 08/17/21.

Johnson III, Maynard, 45, died 
07/27/21.  Service was held 08/06/21.

Moore, Leslie, 56, died 08/15/21.  No 
service details.

Jackson Mortuary

Wichita

Central Avenue

Wichita

Heavenly Gates

Wichita

Bowser-Johnson 

Topeka

Thatcher Funeral 

Kansas City

Williams, Christopher, 48, died 
07/31/21. Service was held 08/07/21.

Bronston, Debra L., 63, died 
07/31/21. Service was held 08/07/21.

Cobb, Lonnie H., 85, died 08/08/21.  
Service was held 08/13/21.

Franklin, Kerri L., 57, died 
07/30/21.  Service was held 08/09/21.

Green, Rosie L. "Rosalee", 92, died 
08/02/21.  Service was held 08/11/21.

Wesley, Yovanda L., 70, died 
07/31/21.  Service was held 08/18/21.

Witherspoon, Felisa R., 64, died 
07/25/21. Service was held 08/07/21.

Lawrence A. Jones 

Kansas City

ES Eley & Sons

Kansas City

Duane Harvey 

Kansas City

come, it doesn’t go far enough,” Sen-
ate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer, 
D-N.Y.; Sen. Elizabeth Warren, 
D-Mass.; and Rep. Ayanna Pressley, 
D-Mass., said in a statement.

They re-upped their calls for 
President Joe Biden  to cancel up to 
$50,000 of student loan debt.

“Student debt cancellation is one 
of the most significant actions that 
President Biden can take right now 
to build a more just economy and 
address racial inequity,” they said. 
“We look forward to hearing the ad-
ministration’s next steps to address 
the student debt crisis.”

However, House Education and 
Labor Committee Chairman Bobby 
Scott, D-Va., in a statement praised 
the administration for its extension. 

“Throwing federal student loan 
borrowers back into loan repayment 
this fall would affect millions of 
workers and families who are just 
starting to get back on their feet,” 
he said. 

“By extending this pause, the 
Biden-Harris Administration will 
help continue the momentum of our 
economic recovery and give student 
loan borrowers the time they need to 
boost their financial security before 
restarting loan repayment.”

The Federal Reserve estimates 
that the total student loan debt in the 
U.S. is more than $1.7 trillion. At a 
February town hall in Wisconsin, an 
attendee asked Biden what he would 
do to cancel up to $50,000 in stu-
dent debt. He said he “will not make 
that happen,” and instead proposed 
free community college and govern-
ment forgiveness programs.

LOANS
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• Best Clothing Designer – House Of Rena
• The Izzy Cuts Lawns Best Youth Sports 
Organization – KC Rebels
• Best Boutique Award – Effortlessly Fly
• Best Baker – Korrie Clark-Strickland
• Best Travel Agent – Brandi Taylor
• Best Fashion Stylist – Langston Jones
• The Blaque KC Best Educator Award – 
Samuel “Mr. Sam” Lockridge
• Best Sweets & Treats – B Kakes Bakery
• Best Music Producer – Boy GeneYus
• The MinaBina Bouncy Houses Best Youth 
Entertainer Award – Lil Ava
• Best Gospel Artist – Eric Tyler
• Best Logo Graphic Design – KashCreates
• Best Contractor – Craddock Contracting LLC
• Best Cleaning Company – OCD Diva
• Best Radio Personality – Julee Jonez
• Best Security Services – Black Hawk 
Security
• Best Male Dj – Dj Q
• Best Female Dj – Dj 9 Eleven
• Best Realtor – LaQueena Bolden
• Best Makeup Artist MO – Desiree Cole

• Best Makeup Artist KS – Blushed Out By Toni
• Best Barbershop – Diamond Cuts Bar-
bershop 
• The Tomlin Academy Best Daycare/Child-
care – Lullabies And Laughter Learning 
Center 
• Best Restaurant Kansas City, Mo – Wings 
N Things 
• Best Barber KCMO – Top League Barber 
• Best Barber KCK – Antoine Twan Gillom 
• Best Female Barber – Rae Monae 
• Best Loctician – Teddy Miller 
• Best Tattoo Artist – Diego 
• Best Event Decorator – R&R Creations
• Best Massage Therapy – Healing Touch 
• The Fresh Start Credit Services Best Busi-
ness – Pinklipps Cosmetics Store
• The D’Luxe Silhouettes Body Sculpting & 
Esthetics Best Esthetician Award – Tiffany 
Tiffany Esti Bestie Simons
• The PS Luxury Hair Best Hair Stylist Award 
– Mya JoDá 
• Best Pedicure – Michelle Gilchrist (Envy 
My Nails) 
• Best Restaurant – Brown Sugar Chicken 
& Donuts
• Best Community Organization – Giving 
Hope & Help

RECAP

from page 27
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